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Abstract. For a class of even dimensional asymptotically hyperbolic (AH) manifolds, we
develop a generalized Birman-Krein theory to study scattering asymptotics and, when the

curvature is constant, to analyze Selberg zeta function. The main objects we construct for

an AH manifold (X, g) are, on the first hand, a natural spectral function ξ for the Laplacian
∆g , which replaces the counting function of the eigenvalues in this infinite volume case, and

on the other hand the determinant of the scattering operator SX(λ) of ∆g on X. Both
need to be defined through regularized functional: renormalized trace on the bulk X and

regularized determinant on the conformal infinity (∂X̄, [h0]). We show that detSX(λ) is

meromorphic in λ ∈ C, with divisors given by resonance multiplicities and dimensions of
kernels of GJMS conformal Laplacians (Pk)k∈N of (∂X̄, [h0]), moreover ξ(z) is proved to be

the phase of detSX(n
2

+ iz) on the essential spectrum {z ∈ R+}. Applying this theory to

convex co-compact quotients X = Γ\Hn+1 of hyperbolic space Hn+1, we obtain the functional

equation Z(λ)/Z(n − λ) = (detSHn+1 (λ))χ(X)/ detSX(λ) for Selberg zeta function Z(λ) of
X, where χ(X) is the Euler characteristic of X. This describes the poles and zeros of Z(λ),

computes detPk in term of Z(n
2
−k)/Z(n

2
+k) and implies a sharp Weyl asymptotic for ξ(z).

1. Introduction

The study of Selberg’s zeta function Z(λ) for hyperbolic manifolds has lead to many fasci-
nating results relating dynamic and spectral-scattering theory of the Laplacian. The function
Z(λ) (for λ ∈ C,<(λ)� 0) is defined as a convergent infinite product over the closed geodesics
of the hyperbolic manifold X := Γ\Hn+1, in other words it is a purely dynamical function. For
compact or finite volume hyperbolic manifolds, it has been proved that it extends meromorphi-
cally to C and, more interestingly, its zeros and poles are given by topological data on the one
hand and by spectral/scattering data of the Laplacian ∆X on the other hand (see for instance
[45, 14, 15, 26, 27, 34, 7]). This may be considered as a direct relation between classical dynamics
and its quantization.

It is worth emphasizing that, unlike for the compact case, scattering theory plays a funda-
mental role in the analysis of Z(λ) and trace formulae when X is not compact but has finite
volume, this can be understood by the fact that the Laplacian ∆X has continuous spectrum.
The scattering operator S(λ) is a one-parameter family of linear operators parametrizing the
continuous spectrum, this is a matrix when Vol(X) <∞ and its determinant is a meromorphic
function on C with a Hadamard factorization over its poles and zeros that appears to be of
primary importance in the study of Z(λ). Indeed, for instance if dimX = 2, the zeros of Z(λ)
in <(λ) < 1/2 are given by the poles of detS(λ) with multiplicity and some zeros at −N0 of
topological order. Moreover, it can be shown1 that on the critical line <(λ) = 1/2 one can write
detS( 1

2 + it) = e2πiξ(t) for some winding number ξ(t) ∈ R which, added to the counting function
of the L2 eigenvalues of ∆X , satisfies a Weyl asymptotic formula.

When X has finite geometry and infinite volume, the continuous spectrum of ∆X has infinite
multiplicity and the scattering operator is not a finite rank operator anymore, making the anal-
ysis much more complicated. Nevertheless, Guillopé and Zworski [25] did a full and thorough
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1See [39] for the more general case of finite volume surfaces with hyperbolic cusps ends.
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study of that case when dimX = 2, using Birman-Krein theory and the fact that very explicit
model operators exist outside a compact set of the hyperbolic surfaces. Similar technics have
been used later by Borthwick-Judge-Perry [4] to describe the poles and zeros of Z(λ) in that
case. The higher dimensional case can not be considered directly by this method, for the simple
reason that there are no good (and natural) model operators near infinity. However, when X has
no cusps (X is called convex co-compact), Patterson-Perry [41] and Bunke-Olbrich [8] analyzed
the divisors of Z(λ) in C, while the meromorphic extension of Z(λ) follows from dynamical tech-
nics of Bowen [6] and Fried [11]. In that case, X conformally compactifies in a smooth manifold
with boundary, the scattering operator S(λ) is a pseudo-differential operator on the conformal
boundary ∂X̄, and it turns out that the divisors of Z(λ) are given by the poles of S(λ) and
the points in −N0 with topological order. In particular, [41] show that a zero λ0 of Z(λ) in
{<(λ) < n/2, λ /∈ −N0} has order given by Tr(Resλ0∂λS(λ)S−1(λ)), where the residue is shown
to have finite rank, although ∂λS(λ)S−1(λ) is definitely not trace class in this case. Considering
the result in the finite volume case, one would thus expect Z(λ) to be related to a determinant
of S(λ), the meaning of which has to be defined.

One purpose of this work is to carry out such a construction, for even-dimensional convex
co-compact quotients of Hn+1, by developing natural regularization processes that allow one
to understand Selberg trace formula, functional equation and analysis of the divisors for Z(λ)
in a unified way. The regularization we need are of two types and are dual in some sense:
first we regularize integrals of functions in X admitting asymptotic expansions at the conformal
boundary ∂X̄ of X, then we regularize trace and determinant of pseudo-differential operators
on ∂X̄ by methods of Kontsevich-Vishik [29]. Interesting facts coming from conformal theory at
infinity ∂X̄ naturally arise in this analysis, and we believe that our approach gives new insights
about relations between conformal geometry, scattering theory and Selberg zeta function analy-
sis. Our method actually allows to deal with much more general geometric settings than convex
co-compact hyperbolic manifolds, for instance we can consider even asymptotically hyperbolic
manifolds which are subject of recent extensive interest in view of their relations with confor-
mal theory and AdS/CFT correspondence. As a byproduct, we develop a kind of Krein theory
through the construction of a “counting function of the continuous spectrum” which we call gen-
eralized Krein function. It is more intrinsic than the usual spectral shift function as we do not
need model operators near infinity. This function can be compared to the winding number ξ(t)
described above for finite volume manifold, it will be shown to be the phase of the regularized
determinant of S(λ) on the continuous spectrum, and satisfies Weyl type asymptotics. Notice
that even in the case of Riemann surfaces, our approach is complementary, and probably more
intrinsic, than that of Guillopé-Zworski [25] and Borthwick-Judge-Perry [4], at least providing
another point of view.

Let us now give a few definitions before stating the full results. Throughout this paper, n
will be an odd integer. An asymptotically hyperbolic manifold (AH in short) is defined to be
an (n+ 1)-dimensional Riemannian non-compact manifold (X, g) such that X compactifies to a
smooth manifold with boundary X̄ = X ∪M (here M = ∂X̄) and there exists a diffeomorphism
ψ : [0, ε)x ×M → ψ([0, ε)x ×M) ⊂ X̄ such that ψ|x=0 = IdM and

(1.1) ψ∗g =
dx2 + h(x)

x2

for some family of metrics h(x) on M depending smoothly on x ∈ [0, ε). We will say that g is
even modulo O(x2k+1) if the Taylor expansion of h(x) at x = 0 contains only even power of x up
to the x2k+1 term, this condition is proved in [21] to be invariant with respect to diffeomorphism
ψ and is satisfied if the curvature of g is constant outside a compact set of X. A choice of ψ is
actually equivalent to finding a boundary defining function x of M in X̄ such that |dx|x2g = 1
near M (see [18, 21]), these boundary defining functions will be called geodesic defining func-
tions. A first interesting property of such manifolds is that they induce a conformal class on
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the boundary M , the conformal class [x2g|TM ] of x2g|TM called the conformal infinity, arising
from the non-uniqueness of the boundary defining function x. Moreover, for any conformal rep-
resentative h0 ∈ [x2g|TM ], there exists a unique (near M) geodesic boundary defining function
x of M such that x2g|TM = h0. Finally, a particularly interesting case of AH manifolds is given
by those AH metrics which satisfy the approximate Einstein equation Ric(g) + ng = O(x∞),
they are nammed Poincaré-Einstein and are the main tools of Fefferman-Graham [12] theory for
studying conformal theory of M . The main idea is that for a Poincaré-Einstein manifold which
is even modulo O(x∞), all terms (∂jxh(0))j∈N are locally determined by h(0) and one can extract
natural conformal invariants of the conformal infinity [h0] of g from the studies of Riemannian
invariants and natural operators of g.

The Laplacian on an AH manifold has absolutely continuous spectrum σac(∆g) = [n
2

4 ,∞)
and a finite number of eigenvalues forming σpp(∆) ⊂ (0, n

2

4 ). Mimicking the definition of the
counting function of eigenvalues of ∆g for compact manifolds, one want to define ξ(t) as a trace
of the spectral projector

“ξ(t) = Tr(1l
[n

2
4 ,

n2
4 +t2]

(∆g))”,

but this need to be given a precise sense since Π(t2) := 1l
[n

2
4 ,

n2
4 +t2]

(∆g) is far from being trace
class. In Birman-Krein theory [3, 47], if one has 2 positive operators P0, P1, the resolvent of
which differ by a trace-class operator, they induce a distribution ξ defined by

Tr(f(P1)− f(P0)) =:
∫ ∞

0

ξ(λ)f ′(λ)dλ, f ∈ C∞0 (R+)

and called Krein’s spectral shift function, roughly speaking ξ(t) = Tr(1l[0,t](P1) − 1l[0,t](P0)).
Birman-Krein [3] show that −2πiξ is the phase of the Fredholm determinant of a relative scat-
tering operator of the form 1 + K(t) with K(t) of trace class on some Hilbert space. It turns
out that Weyl-type asymptotics hold in several standard situations for ξ. This theory has been
shown to be useful when we want to understand perturbations P1 of a model operator P0, for
instance Guillopé and Zworski [25] used this theory in an essential way to obtain a full scattering
analysis of Riemann surfaces of infinite volume, essentially since the geometric decomposition
of such manifolds provides model operators near infinity. In our geometric setting, there is def-
initely a lack of global model near infinity, which is the main difficulty to deduce interesting
results from Birman-Krein theory.

To avoid the problem above, the method we use is to modify the trace functional, or more
precisely to extend it to operators whose integral kernel have certain regularity near infinity. To
that end, one first needs to extend the notion of integral: if u is a smooth function on X which
has an asymptotic expansion at the boundary

u(x, y) =
N∑
i=0

xI+iui(y) +O(x<(I)+N+1), ui ∈ C∞(M), I ∈ C, <(I) +N � n

in a collar neighbourhood (0, ε)x ×M of M induced by a geodesic boundary defining function x
of M , then we define its 0-integral by the following finite part∫ 0

u = FPs=0

∫
xsudg,

where the meromorphic extension of
∫
xsudg to {<(s) > −1} is insured by the expansion of

u at the boundary. In a fairly natural way, we thus define the 0-Trace of an operator K with
continuous Schwartz kernel κ by setting

0-Tr(K) :=
∫ 0

κ|diag
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where diag is the diagonal of X × X, at least when the 0-integral exists. Note that 0-integral
and 0-trace a priori depend on the choice of x.

Instead of working with the projector Π(t2), we consider its derivative 2tdΠ(t2) with respect
to t, which is essentially the spectral measure of ∆g on the continuous spectrum, and can be
expressed in terms of the resolvent by Stone formula. The resolvent R(λ) := (∆g − λ(n− λ))−1

is bounded on L2(X) if <(λ) > n/2, λ(n − λ) /∈ σpp(∆g), and Mazzeo-Melrose [35] analyzed
fully its integral kernel: in particular they also proved2 its meromorphic continuation to λ ∈ C
if g is even modulo O(x∞), with finite rank polar part at poles, the poles are called resonances
and their multplicities are defined by

m(λ0) =
{

rank Resλ0((2λ− n)R(λ)) if λ0 6= n
2

rank Resλ0R(λ) if λ0 = n
2

The continuous spectrum is the line {<(λ) = n
2 } in this spectral parameter, and the spectral

measure dΠ is given by Stone formula

dΠ(t2) =
i

2π

(
R(
n

2
+ it)−R(

n

2
− it)

)
, t ∈ (0,∞).

The precise analysis of R(λ) by [35] and a refinement to the case of even metrics allows us to
prove3

Theorem 1.1. If (X, g) is asymptotically hyperbolic, even modulo O(xn+1), and n = dimX− 1
is odd, then the 0-Trace of the spectral measure 2tdΠ(t2) is well-defined for t > 0, extends to
t ∈ R analytically, to t ∈ C \ (−N ∪ n+ N) meromorphically and is independent of the choice of
geodesic boundary defining function x.

We can thus formally compute 0-Tr(f(∆g)) for f ∈ C∞0 (R) by pairing f with the function
t→ 0-Tr(2tdΠ(t2)), and we naturally call

ξ(t) :=
∫ t

0

0-Tr(2udΠ(u2))du

the generalized Krein function of ∆g.

We want to see its relation with the scattering operator S(λ), in particular we expect, by
comparing with Birman-Krein theory4, that ξ is the phase of a determinant of S(λ) on the
continuous spectrum. In our setting, the scattering operator can be understood as a Dirichlet-
to-Neumann map at infinity, let us recall its definition following [31, 20]. For <(λ) = n

2 and f ∈
C∞(M), there exists a unique solution of (∆g−λ(n−λ))u = 0 that satisfies u = xλu1 +xn−λu2

with ui ∈ C∞(X̄) and u2|M = f . The scattering operator (actually modified by the Gamma
factors) is the map

(1.2) S(λ) : f ∈ C∞(M) −→ 22λ−nΓ(λ− n
2 )

Γ(n2 − λ)
u1|M ∈ C∞(M),

it is an elliptic pseudo-differential operator (in short ΨDO) on M of order 2λ− n, the distribu-
tional kernel of which is obtained as weighted restriction of the resolvent kernel to ∂X̄×∂X̄ and
extends meromorphically in λ.

Since for λ ∈ (n2 ,∞), the scattering operator S(λ) is an elliptic self-adjoint classical ΨDO
of positive order, with positive principal symbol, one can use the method of Kontsevich-Vishik

2The condition on evenness has been worked out by [21]
3Note that Albin [2] proved independently that the 0-Trace of the heat operator on forms renormalizes with

same conditions on the metric.
4Another reason is also given in the paper of Carron [9], where it is proved that the spectral shift function for

the comparison of the Laplacian on X with the Laplacian on X \ {x = ε} with Dirichlet condition is essentially
given by the generalized determinant of the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map on {x = ε}.
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[29, 30], inspired by Ray-Singer’s determinant of Laplacian (in [43]), to define a zeta-regularized
determinant of S(λ) by

detS(λ) := e−∂sZ(λ,s)|s=0 ,

where Z(λ, s) is the meromorphic extension to C of the analytic map s → Tr(S(λ)−s) defined
for <(s)� 0. We show the

Theorem 1.2. Let (X, g) be an (n+ 1)-dimensional asymptotically hyperbolic manifold with g
even modulo O(x∞) and n odd, then
(i) the function detS(λ) extends meromorphically to C with divisor5 at any λ0 ∈ C

−m(λ0) +m(n− λ0)− 1ln
2−N(λ0) dim kerS(n− λ0) + 1ln

2 +N(λ0) dim kerS(λ0),

(ii) detS(λ) is a conformal invariant of the conformal infinity (M, [h0]),
(iii) the function e−2iπξ(z) has a meromorphic extension to C and

(1.3) detS
(n

2
+ iz

)
= (−1)m(n2 )e−2iπξ(z).

(iv) If n2

4 − k
2 /∈ σpp(∆g), one has

detPk = (−1)m(n2 )e−2iπξ(−ik)

where Pk = S(n/2 + k) is a conformally covariant differential operator on ∂X̄, which is the k-th
GJMS conformal Laplacian of [16] when g is Poincaré-Einstein.

Here the Krein function ξ is expressed as a scattering phase, a phase of detS(λ), or a winding
number. In the proof, we are actually able to deal with the more general case of even metrics
modulo O(xn+1), the only difference being the domain of meromorphy given by C\ (−N∪n+N)
instead of C.

The main part of the proof is to get a meromorphic identity between the logarithmic derivative
of both sides of (1.3). At least formally, the logarithmic derivative of detS(λ) with respect to
λ should be ∂λ log detS(λ) = Tr(∂λS(λ)S−1(λ)) but it turns out that ∂λS(λ)S−1(λ) is not
trace class, it is a ΨDO of order ε,∀ε > 0, which is not classical but with log-polyhomogeneous
terms in the local total symbol expansion. To give a sense to the trace of ∂λS(λ)S−1(λ), we
use the generalized trace functional TR developped by Kontsevich-Vishik [29, 30] on classical
ΨDO’s on an n-th dimensional compact manifold M , actually much its extension by Lesch
[33] to log-polyhomogeneous ΨDO’s, we call TR the KV-Trace. For a log-polyhomogeneous
pseudodifferential operator A on M we set f(A, s) := Tr(AP−s) where <(s) � 0 and P is any
positive self-adjoint elliptic differential operator of order p ∈ N, one can then show that f(A, s)
has a meromorphic extension in s ∈ C and we set

TR(A) := FPs=0f(A, s),

which is a priori dependent of P and is the usual trace if A is trace class. We actually prove
that TR(∂λS(λ)S−1(λ)) is independent of P , meromorphic in λ ∈ C if g is even modulo O(x∞),
it is the log-derivative of detS(λ) when λ > n/2, and satisfies the meromorphic identity

−2π∂zξ(z)|z=i(n2−λ) = TR(∂λS(λ)S−1(λ)),

with only simple poles, the residue of which are integers.

Applied to even dimensional convex co-compact hyperbolic manifolds, this gives another proof
of Theorem 1.5 of Patterson-Perry [41] relating the divisors of Selberg zeta function to resonances,
essentially by showing that detS(λ) has an explicit relation with Selberg zeta function. This
relation is through the following functional equation which can be compared to the finite volume
hyperbolic case [27, p. 499].

5By convention, positive divisors are zeros
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Theorem 1.3. Let X = Γ\Hn+1 be a convex co-compact quotient of even dimension of Hn+1,
SX(λ) and SHn+1(λ) be the respective scattering operators of X and Hn+1, let Pk be the GJMS
k-th conformal Laplacian of the conformal infinity of X, χ(X̄) be the Euler characteristic of X̄
and Z(s) be the Selberg zeta function of the group Γ. Then

Z(n2 − iz)
Z(n2 + iz)

=
detSX

(
n
2 + iz

)
(

detSHn+1

(
n
2 + iz

))χ(X̄)
,

with detSHn+1

(n
2

+ iz
)

= exp
(
− 2iπ(−1)

n+1
2

Γ(n+ 1)

∫ z

0

Γ(n2 + it)Γ(n2 − it)
Γ(it)Γ(−it)

dt
)

and if n2/4− k2 /∈ σpp(∆X) with Pk invertible

detPk =
Z(n2 − k)
Z(n2 + k)

exp
(2π(−1)

n+3
2

Γ(n+ 1)
χ(X̄)

∫ k

0

Γ(n2 + t)Γ(n2 − t)
Γ(t)Γ(−t)

dt
)

where the integrals are contour integrals avoiding singularities, the final result being independent
of the contour.

Remark 1.4. The term (detSHn+1(λ))−χ(X̄) is also the topological contribution in the usual
functional equation for Z(λ) on compact manifolds (see [7, 3.3.2]), it did not seem to be remarked
in the literature that this term is a regularized determinant of the intertwining Knapp-Stein
operator.

We conclude with Weyl asymptotic: considering that Weyl type asymptotics are true for
spectral shift functions (e.g. [36]), one can conjecture

ξ(t) =
(4π)−

n+1
2

Γ(n+3
2 )

0-vol(X)tn+1 + o(tn+1), t→ +∞

where 0-vol(X) is the renormalized volume defined by the 0-integral of 1 (see [18]). We actually
show in this paper that this holds true (and is even better) in the hyperbolic case,

Proposition 1.5. For a convex co-compact quotient X = Γ\Hn+1 with dimension of the limit
set of Γ denoted δ, then we have the Weyl asymptotic as t→∞

ξ(t) =


(4π)−

n+1
2

Γ(n+3
2 )

0-vol(X)
(
tn+1 +

∑n−1
2

i=1 Cit
2i
)

+O(t), ifδ < n
2

(4π)−
n+1

2

Γ(n+3
2 )

0-vol(X)tn+1 +O(tn), otherwise

where Ci is the t2i coefficient of the polynomial
∫ t

0
u
∏n−1

2
j=1 (n2 − j + u2)du.

It is worth noticing that a group with a small limit set (thus a quotient with a small trapped
set) implies a much better Weyl asymptotic, we are not aware of such other examples in scat-
tering theory.

Other natural questions would be to deduce an exact trace formula for the wave operator as
in [25, 24] (for hyperbolic manifolds) or [10] (for asymptotically cylinder manifold), which would
require estimates on the counting function for resonances. Another important step would be to
understand the delicate case of n+ 1 odd where things do not renormalize correctly.

The paper is organized as follows: we first describe the Kontsevich-Vishik trace for odd log-
polyhomogeneous ΨDO’s in odd dimension. Then, we recall results of scattering theory, we show
the renormalizability of the trace of the spectral measure and compute this 0-Trace in function
of the scattering operator S(λ). We finally define the regularized determinant of S(λ), show its
relation with Krein’s function and give applications to hyperbolic manifolds.
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Notations: We use 3 traces and 2 determinants in this work, the usual trace (on trace class
operators) is denoted Tr, the 0-Trace is written 0-Tr, the Kontsevich-Vishik trace is denoted
TR, whereas the Fredholm determinant for operators of the form “Id+ trace class” is denoted
detFr and the Kontsevich-Vishik determinant is simply written det.

2. The KV-Trace and odd log-polyhomogeneous pseudo-differential operators

2.1. Log-homogeneous distributions. A tempered distribution u on Rn is said to be log-
homogeneous of order (m, k) ∈ C× N0 if for all t > 0 (S(Rn) below is the Schwartz space)

〈u, α∗tψ〉 = tm
k∑
j=0

(log t)j〈uj , ψ〉, ∀ψ ∈ S(Rn)

for some distributions uj on Rn and where α∗tψ(y) := t−nψ(y/t). Similarly, a smooth func-
tion u on Rn \ {0} is said log-homogeneous of order (m, k) if for all t > 0 we have u(ty) =
tm
∑k
j=0(log t)jvj(y) for some smooth vj on Rn \ {0}, this in turn is equivalent to say that

u(y) =
∑k
j=0(log |y|)jwj(y) for some wj(y) which are smooth on Rn \ {0} and homogeneous of

degree m. Notice that Fourier transform maps log-homogeneous distributions of order (m, k)
to log-homogeneous distributions of order (−n −m, k). We say that a log-homogeneous distri-
bution u has negative parity if 〈u, ψ(−y)〉 = −〈u, ψ〉 for all ψ ∈ S(Rn) and positive parity if
〈u, ψ(−y)〉 = 〈u, ψ〉. We use a similar notion for a log-homogeneous function on Rn \ {0}: u has
negative parity if u(−y) = −u(y), etc... We first show the following Lemma which extends a
classical result in distribution (cf. [28, Th. 3.2.3]).

Lemma 2.1. A log-homogeneous function u on Rn \ {0} of order (m, k) has a unique extension
as a tempered log-homogeneous distribution of order (m, k) on Rn if either m 6∈ −n − N0, or if
m ∈ −n− 2N0 and u has negative parity, or if m ∈ −n− 1− 2N0 and u has positive parity.

Proof : it is similar to Lemma 1.2.5 of [40]. If uz(y) := |y|zu(y) and ψ ∈ S(Rn), we extend
〈uz(y), ψ〉 from <(z) > −n − m to <(z) > −1 using Taylor expansion of ψ at 0: ψ(y) =∑
|α|<N ∂

α
y ψ(0)yα/α! + ψN (y) for N > −n−m+ 1, and computing for <(z)� 1:

〈uz, ψ〉 =
∫
|y|>1

|y|zu(y)ψ(y)dy +
∫
|y|<1

|y|zu(y)ψN (y)dy

+
∑
|α|<N

k∑
j=0

(−1)jj!∂αy ψ(0)
α!(z +m+ n+ |α|)1+j

∫
|θ|=1

uj(θ)θαdθ

where u(y) := |y|m
∑k
j=0(log |y|)juj(y/|y|). The first two terms are holomorphic at z = 0 and

the last term has a pole at z = 0 only if m ∈ −n− N0, but then the whole polar part at z = 0
actually vanishes when m ∈ −n − N0 under our assumptions since, by parity of u, uj(θ)θα is
odd in θ for |α| = −m − n and for all j = 0, . . . , k, so their integral on the sphere vanishes.
This proves the holomorphic extension of u since the obtained distribution is log-homogeneous
by construction. As for uniqueness, it suffices to observe that two such distributions would differ
from a distribution supported at 0, thus a differential operator applied to the delta function
at 0, which would have parity (−1)−m−n, thus would be 0 since u has converse parity by our
assumption. �

2.2. Log-polyhomogeneous pseudo-differential operators. Let M be a compact manifold
of dimension n. The set Ψm(M) (m ∈ R) of pseudo-differential operators on M is defined as
follows (see for instance [46]): a continuous operator A : C∞(M)→ C∞(M) belongs to Ψm(M)
if its Schwartz kernel A(y, y′) is a distribution on M ×M , smooth outside the diagonal diagM
and which can be expressed in coordinates (y, y′) near any point (p, p) ∈ diagM of the diagonal
by the oscillating integral

(2.1) A(y, y′) =
∫
ei(y−y

′).ξσA(y, ξ)dξ
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where σA(y, ξ) ∈ Sm(U) is a symbol of order m in a neighbourhood U of p, and the class Sl(U)
consists of the set of σ(y, ξ) ∈ C∞(U × Rn) satisfying

(2.2) ∀α, β ∈ Nn,∃Cα,β ≥ 0, |∂αy ∂
β
ξ σ(y, ξ)| ≤ Cα,β(1 + |ξ|)l−|β|.

An operator A ∈ Ψl(M) is said to be in the class Ψm,k(M) of log-polyhomogeneous ΨDO’s of
order (m, k) ∈ C× N0 if <(m) < l and if its local symbol σA(y, ξ) has an asymptotic expansion
(in the usual sense for symbols) of the form

(2.3) σA(y, ξ) ∼|ξ|→∞
∞∑
i=0

k∑
l=0

am−i,l(y, ξ)(log |ξ|)l, am−i,l(y, tξ) = tm−iam−i,l(y, ξ),∀t > 0.

In [33], Lesch proves that this condition does not depend on choice of coordinates, satisfies the
composition law Ψm,k(M).Ψm′,k′(M) ⊂ Ψm+m′,k+k′(M), and also remark that k = 0 correspond
to the classical ΨDO’s. For notational convenience, we will set

am−i(y, ξ) :=
k∑
l=0

am−i,l(y, ξ)(log |ξ|)l.

2.3. Regular parity, odd operators. We define the class Ψm,k
reg (M) of log-polyhomogeneous

ΨDO’s of order (m, k) ∈ C×N0 with regular parity at order N ∈ N0 by the condition that their
local total symbol (2.3) satisfies as functions of (y, ξ)
(2.4)
∀i ≤ N, l ≤ k, am−i,l(y,−ξ) = (−1)iam−i,l(y, ξ) ⇐⇒ ∀i ≤ N, am−i(y,−ξ) = (−1)iam−i(y, ξ).

It is straightforward to check that this condition is independent of the choice of coordinates,
indeed the change of symbol under diffeomorphism ψ is given (see Shubin [46]) by

σψ∗A(ψ(x), η) ∼
∑
α∈Nn0

1
α!

(∂αξ σA)(x, tDψ(x)η)Φα(x, η)

where, setting ψ
′′

x (z) := ψ(z) − ψ(x) − Dψ(x)(z − x), Φα(x, η) := ∂αz e
iψ
′′
x (z).η|z=x which is a

polynomial in η of degree less or equal to |α|/2. Then writing σψ∗A ∼
∑
j∈N bm−j with bm−j of

order m− j (i.e. including the log-term) and Φα(x, η) =
∑
|β|≤|α|/2 cβ(x)ηβ we get

bm−j(ψ(x), η) =
∑

−|β|+i+|α|=j
|β|≤|α|/2

cβ(x)ηβ∂αξ am−i(x,
tDψ(x).η)

thus for j ≤ n, bm−j(x,−η) = (−1)j+2|β|bm−j(x, η) = (−1)jbm−j(x, η) where we used that
−|β|+ i+ |α| ≥ i. The space Ψm,k

reg (M) is stable by multiplication by functions in C∞(M) and
composition with operators Ψm′,k′

reg (M) gives operators in Ψm+m′,k+k′

reg (M), indeed it suffices to
consider the symbol of the composition of two ΨDO’s, given by (see again [46])

(2.5) σAB(y, ξ) ∼
∞∑
j=0

∑
|α|+l+l′=j

i−|α|

α!
∂αξ am−l(y, ξ)∂

α
y bm′−l′(y, ξ)

and remark that differential operators of even degree have regular parity, thus in particular mul-
tiplication by smooth functions too.

Remark 2.2. : For what follows, we shall only need regular parity at order N = n, thus from
now on we assume N = n.

A notion of odd classical ΨDO’s of integer orders (≥ −n) has been introduced by Kontsevich-
Vishik [29] if M has odd dimensional n. It corresponds to our definition of regular parity when
k = 0, N =∞ and m ∈ −n+ 1 + 2N0. Generalizing somehow this notion, we will then say that
an operator A ∈ Ψm,k(M) with m ∈ −n+ 1 + 2N0 is odd if it has regular parity at order n+m
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and n is odd, this defines the odd class Ψm,k
odd (M). Note that Ψ0,k

odd(M) = Ψ0,k
reg(M) and that

differential operators of even degree in odd dimension are odd. We will use later the fact that if
A ∈ Ψm,k

odd (M) and if B ∈ Ψm′,0
odd (M) has regular parity at all order, then AB ∈ Ψm+m′,k

odd (M).
Let us now state a useful fact for later

Lemma 2.3. If P ∈ Ψd,0
reg(M) with d > 0, self-adjoint invertible with positive principal symbol,

then Pλ and log(P ) can be defined and are respectively in Ψdλ,0
reg (M) and Ψ0,1

odd(M).

Proof : we proceed exactly as in [29, Sec. 2] and [29, Prop 4.2], one can define the power on
a cut Lθ = {reiθ, r ∈ (0,∞)} for any θ 6= 0(π) by the method introduced by Seeley (see e.g.
Shubin [46]), it suffices to write Pλ for <(λ) < 0 as

Pλ =
i

2π

∫
Λ

zλ(P − z)−1dz

where Λ = {reiθ,∞ > r ≥ ρ} ∪ {rei(θ−2π), ρ ≤ r <∞)} ∪ {ρeiϕ, θ > ϕ > θ− 2π} for some ρ > 0
such that the negative eigenvalues of P are of modulus larger than ρ, the power zλ taken with
respect to this cut. The polyhomogeneous expansion of Pλ is given (see [29, Sec. 2]) by

σPλ ∼
∞∑
j=0

a
(λ)
dλ−j , a

(λ)
dλ−j(y, ξ) = −(2πi)−1

∫
Λ

zλb−d−j(y, ξ, z)dz

where b−d−j(y, ξ, z) are homogeneous in (ξ, |z|1/d) of degree −d− j and form a complete symbol∑
j b−d−j for (P −z)−1. It is straightforward (for exemple mimicking [29, Prop. 4.2]) to see from

the construction of b−d−j that b−d−j(y,−ξ, z) = (−1)jb−d−j(y, ξ, z) for j ≤ n if P has regular
parity. Then the homogeneous term b−d−i is transformed into the homogeneous term a

(λ)
dλ−j(y, ξ)

with homogeneity dλ−j satisfying the regular parity a(λ)
dλ−j(y,−ξ) = (−1)ja(λ)

dλ−j(y, ξ). The same
holds for <(λ) > 0 by mutiplying by some P k for k ∈ N, which has regular parity by assumption
on P . The part with logP is deduced by differentiating Pλ at λ = 0, it clearly has regular parity
by considering equation (2.11) of [29]. �

Remark in this Lemma that we can clearly replace “regular parity (at order n)” by “regular
parity at order N” for any N > 0, the proof works as well.

2.4. Kernels of log-polyhomogeneous operators. If A ∈ Ψm,k(M) with m /∈ −n−N0 or if
A ∈ Ψm,k

odd (M) with m ∈ −n+ 1− 2N0, the Schwartz kernel6 A(y, y′) of A can be decomposed in
a neighbourhood U × U of any point (y, y) of the diagonal into

(2.6) A(y, y′) =
N∑
i=0

Ai(y, y − y′) +AN+1(y, y − y′), N � 0

where Ai(y, u) ∈ C−∞(U ×Rn) are log-homogeneous distributions of order (−n−m+ i, k) and
AN+1(y, u) ∈ C0(U ×Rn). Indeed, if A has a symbol σA with an expansion (as |ξ| → ∞) in log-
homogeneous functions given by (2.3), we can write in the distribution sense σA =

∑N
i=0 am−i+

(σA −
∑N
i=0 am−i) for some large N > 0 such that (σA(y, ξ)−

∑N
i=0 am−i(y, ξ)) is integrable in

{|ξ| > 1}, and the am−i are uniquely determined log-homogeneous distributions by Lemma 2.1.
We thus define, using Fourier transform,

Ai(y, u) :=
∫
eiu.ξam−i(y, ξ)dξ, AN+1(y, u) :=

∫
eiu.ξ

(
σA(y, ξ)−

N∑
i=0

am−i(y, ξ)
)
dξ,

the first terms Ai are log-homogeneous distributions in u variable since am−i are in the ξ variable,
the AN+1 is continuous if N ≥ n + <(m) since (1 − χ(ξ))(σA(y, ξ) −

∑N
i=0 am−i(y, ξ)) is in

6here we use the notation y := π∗Ly, y′ := π∗Ry if πL, πR : M ×M →M are the left and right projections, this

notation will be often used along the paper
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L1(Rn, dξ) if χ ∈ C∞0 (Rn) equal 1 near ξ = 0 and χ(ξ)
∑N
i=0 am−i(y, ξ) has Fourier transform

given by convolutions of log-homogeneous distributions with the Schwartz function χ̂, thus is
smooth. It is also important to notice that, when A has regular parity, Ai(y, z) satisfies the
parity rule

(2.7) Ai(y,−z) = (−1)iAi(y, z)

which follows directly from that of the log-homogeneous symbols am−i(y, ξ).

A natural way to consider these kernels is to use polar coordinates y, r = |y−y′|, ω = (y−y′)/r
around the diagonal diagM of M ×M , this can be formalized globally on M ×M by blowing-up
the diagonal. Let us recall the blow-up process: if S is a submanifold of a compact manifold Y ,
then consider the disjoint union [Y, S] := (Y \ S) t SN(S, Y ) where SN(S, Y ) ⊂ TM |S is the
spherical normal bundle. The blow-down map β : [Y, S]→ Y is defined to be the identity outside
SN(S, Y ) and the projection on the basis on SN(S, Y ). The space [Y, S] can be equipped with
a structure of smooth manifold with boundary, namely the minimal smooth structure for which
smooth functions on Y and polar coordinates in Y around S all lift to be smooth [37, Chap. 5].
For instance, a smooth function on M ×0 M = [M ×M ; diagM ] near the boundary is the lift
by β of a smooth function on M ×M \ diagM which near (y, y) ∈ M ×M can be written as
f(y, r, w) with f smooth and r = |y − y′|, w = (y − y′)/r; this condition is independent of the
choice of coordinates. Since smooth function f ∈ C∞(M×M) lifts under β to a smooth function
β∗f ∈ C∞(M ×0 M), this induces a push-forward β∗ : C−∞(M ×0 M) → C−∞(M ×M) for
distributions defined by duality 〈β∗K, f〉 := 〈K,β∗f〉 where the pairings are done with respect
to a fixed volume density on M×M and its lift by β (or considering in a more invariant way half-
densities). Then it is clear that an expansion (2.6) for allN means that the lift β∗(A|M×M\diagM

),
as a function, extends to the sum of a function F ∈ r−m−n

∑k
j=0(log r)jC∞(M ×0 M) and a

function K ∈ β∗(C∞(M × M)) where r denotes a global boundary defining function of the
boundary SN(diagM ,M ×M) in M ×0 M . If <(m) > −n, this gives an L1

loc distribution on
M ×0M , the push forward of which is clearly A. When <(m) ≤ −n, it is defined as distribution
by holomorphic extension at z = 0 of the well-defined (in L1

loc) distribution rzβ∗A for <(z)� 1,
like in Lemma 2.1; the extension has no pole at 0 if m /∈ −n − N0, and it has no pole at z = 0
either if considered acting on β∗(C∞(M ×M)) when A is an odd operator, this is easy to check
by passing in polar coordinates in the proof of Lemma 2.1. Moreover the push-forward of the
obtained distribution under β is A. This is nothing much more than reformulating what we said
before but set a better ground for our analysis in following chapters.

2.5. Kontsevich-Vishik trace functional. For classical operators A ∈ Ψm,0(M) with m /∈
−n− N0, Kontsevitch and Vishik [29] introduced a trace functional, that we denote TR, which
extends the usual trace for trace class operators. They also showed that it keeps a sense when
m ∈ n − N0 if n is odd and A is in the odd class, as defined above. This was generalized later
by Lesch [33] for operators in Ψm,k(M) (k > 0) when m /∈ −n + N0. There are two equivalent
ways of defining TR(A) for A ∈ Ψm,k(M) when m /∈ −n− N0 [33, Th. 5.6]:

• The first one is to take any P ∈ Ψp,0(M) (p ∈ N) positive self-adjoint operator with posi-
tive principal symbol, then extend the function f(A, s) : s→ Tr(AP−s) meromorphically
from <(s) � 1 to s ∈ C, it turns out to be holomorphic at s = 0 when m 6∈ −n − N0

and f(A, 0) does not depend on P , this defines the KV-Trace of A by setting

(2.8) TR(A) := f(A, 0).

• The second way is to define the “density” (using notations (2.3) for σA)

(2.9) ωKV(A)(y) := (2π)−n
(

FPε→0

∫
|ξ|<ε−1

σA(y, ξ)dξ
)
|dy|.
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which turns out to be a true density, i.e. independent on choice of coordinates, and to
set

TR(A) :=
∫
M

ωKV(A)

Note that in both case TR is the usual trace if <(m) < −n. When m ∈ −n+ N0, Lesch shows,
extending [29] when k > 0, that f(A, s) extends meromorphically with a possible pole of order
≤ k + 1 whose (k + 1)-th coefficient in the polar part of Laurent expansion at 0 is the k-th
Wodzicki residue [33, Cor. 4.8, Th. 5.6]

(2.10) WResk(A) =
(k + 1)!
(2π)n

∫
S∗M

a−n,k(y, ξ)|dydξ|

with notations of (2.3) where S∗M is the unit bundle of T ∗M , this number is proved to be
globally well-defined.

Lemma 2.4. Suppose that A ∈ Ψm,k
odd (M) with m ∈ −n + 1 + 2N0 or A ∈ Ψm,k(M) with

m /∈ −n + N0. Then ωKV(A) defined by (2.9) is a density and the function s → TR(AP−s) is
holomorphic at 0 if P ∈ Ψp,0(M) has regular parity at order n+m. The KV-Trace of A can then
be defined equivalently by TR(AP−s)|s=0 or by TR(A) =

∫
M
ωKV(A), the result is independent

of P , linear in A. It is a trace in the sense that

(2.11) TR(AB) = TR(BA), AB,BA ∈ (∪m∈C\−n+N0Ψm,k(M)) ∪ (∪m∈−n+1+2N0Ψm,k
odd (M)).

and is the usual trace on trace class operators, i.e on Ψm,k(M) if m < −n. Finally, if A =
A(λ) ∈ Ψm,k

odd (M) depends analytically on a parameter λ ∈ C in the sense of [42, Def. 1.9], with
order (m, k) constant in λ, then TR(A(λ)) is analytic in λ.

Proof : we use notation (2.3) and set m ∈ −n + 1 + 2N0 since the other cases are proved in
[33, Th. 5.6]. Actually the proof is also along the lines of the paper of Lesch [33]. The term
ωKV (A) is independent of coordinates, this is obtained exactly like 4) of Lemma 5.3 in [33] using
the linear change of coordinates computed in Proposition 5.2 of [33]: indeed the defect (to be a
density) in the change of coordinates vanishes when A has regular parity to the right order since
it involves only the integrals of a−n,l(x, ξ) times even functions of ξ on {ξ = 1}, which are thus
odd functions for all l ≤ k. We have for <(s)� 0

(2.12) TR(AP−s) = Tr(AP−s) =
∫
M

ωKV(AP−s),

the last identity holds obviously (see [33, Eq. 5.19]) since the operator is trace class. We have to
prove that ωKV(AP−s) extends holomorphically to s = 0, this is actually quite straightforward
using the proof of [33, Lem. 5.4] and the vanishing of the integral a−n,l(x, ξ) on {|ξ| = 1}, and
TR(A) =

∫
M

lims=0 ωKV(AP−s). Indeed, [33, Lem. 5.4] shows that the density ωKV(AP−s) is
equal to
(2.13)∫

Rn
a

(s)
N (y, ξ)dξ +

N∑
j=0

k∑
l=0

∫
|ξ|<1

ψ(|ξ|)a(s)
z(s)−j,l(y, ξ)dξ +

(−1)ll!
(z(s) + n− j)l+1

∫
|ξ|=1

a
(s)
z(s)−j,l(y, ξ)dξ

times (2π)−n|dy| if AP−s has the symbol expansion
∑N
j=0

∑k
l=0 a

(s)
z(s)−j,l(y, ξ)(log |ξ|)l+a(s)

N (y, ξ)

with a
(s)
N = O(|ξ|−n−1) as |ξ| → ∞, z(s) := −ps + m with all terms holomophic in s near 0

and ψ a cutoff with support in [1/2,∞] which equals 1 in [1,∞). In (2.13), the terms with
j = n + m in the integral on {|ξ| = 1} turn out to be 0, this is a consequence of the fact that
AP−s ∈ Ψz(s),0(M) has regular parity at order n+m near s = 0 (thus a(s)

z(s)−n−m,l is odd in ξ,
n+m being odd) by assumption on P , the remark following Lemma 2.3 and the multiplicative
property of regular parity at order n + m. This proves the holomorphic extension at s = 0 of
ωKV(AP−s) and the independence with respect to P since the value of (2.13) at s = 0 depends
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only on a(0)
N and a(0)

m−j,l. This also gives lims=0 ωKV(AP−s) = ωKV(A). The fact about the cyclic-
ity of TR is proved in [29, Prop. 3.2] for classical operators such that the order of AB is not
integer, their proof applies word by word in our case too, using the expression of the KV-density
given in the next Lemma 2.5. As for the last statement about analyticity, we can introduce
an analytic dependence of A (in the ΨDO topology, see e.g. [42, Def. 1.9] for definition) with
respect to some paramater λ ∈ C so that the order of A remains constant with respect to λ and
that A is an operator for all λ, then the expression (2.13) taken at s = 0 is clearly analytic in λ. �

To compute the KV-Trace of A ∈ Ψ−n+m,1
odd (M) with m ∈ 1 + 2N0, it suffices by linearity to

compute the KV-Trace of operators supported in charts of the manifold, or in other words to
consider operators A ∈ Ψ−n+m,1

odd (U) in a bounded open set U ⊂ Rn, with compactly supported
kernel in U × U . We search to express the KV-Trace in term of the Schwartz kernel, in a way
similar to [40, Lem. 2.2.1].

Lemma 2.5. Let U ⊂ Rn be an open set, let A ∈ Ψm,k
odd (U) with Schwartz kernel A(y, y′)

compactly supported in U × U . Set Ai ∈ C−∞(U × Rn) for i = 0, 1, . . . , n + m and An+m+1 ∈
C0(U × Rn) defined by (2.6), then the KV density of A is given by

(2.14) ωKV(A)(y) = An+m+1(y, 0)|dy|

Proof : let us consider m = 0 for simplicity and since it will be the case of interest later,
the other cases are obviously similar. Let ψ ∈ C∞0 ([0, ε)) which equals 1 near 0 and so that
ψ(|y− y′|)A(y, y′) = A(y, y′), then (y.y′)→ ψ(|y− y′|)An+m+1(y, y− y′) is the kernel of a trace
class ΨDO, thus its KV density is the restriction on the diagonal An+m+1(y, 0). Now it suffices
then to prove that the distribution

(y, y′)→ ψ(|y − y′|)
n∑
i=0

Ai(y, y − y′)

has vanishing KV density. The symbol of this operator is, up to constant, given by the Fourier
transform σ(y, ξ) := Fz→−ξ(ψ(|z|)

∑n
i=0Ai(y, z)). We decompose this distribution into

σ(y, ξ) =
n∑
i=0

Fz→−ξAi(y, z) + Fz→−ξ((ψ(|z|)− 1)Ai(y, z)).

Let us denote by a−i(y, ξ) the first term in the sum and by β−i(y, ξ) the second. Since σ(y, ξ) is
smooth, the density ωKV(A)(y) = FPR→∞

∫
|ξ|<R σ(y, ξ)dξ can also be defined by

ωKV(A)(y) = FPR→∞
∫

1/R<|ξ|<R
σ(y, ξ)dξ.

The a−i(y, ξ) is log-homogeneous in ξ of degree (−i, k), thus L1
loc if i < n, and can be written

under the form a−i(y, ξ) =
∑k
l=0 a−i,l(y, ξ)(log |ξ|)l for some a−i,l(y, ξ) homogeneous of degree

−i in ξ. A straightforward computation yields for i < n∫
1/R<|ξ|<R

a−i(y, ξ)dξ =
k∑
l=0

∂ls

(
Rs−i+n −R−s+i−n

s− i+ n

)
|s=0

∫
Sn
a−i,l(y, θ)dθ,

which clearly has vanishing finite part as R → 0. As for b−i(y, ξ) when i < n, it is the
Fourier transform of a log-polyhomogeneous symbol of order (−n + i, k), so it is in L1 in ξ
and

∫
1/R<|ξ|<R b−i(y, ξ)dξ has a limit (its integral on Rn) as R→∞, which in turn is the value

of (ψ(|z|)− 1)Ai(y, z) at z = 0, that is 0.
Let us finally consider the case i = n. We have An(y,−z) = (−1)nAn(y, z) by (2.7), so

ψ(|z|)An(y,−z) = (−1)nψ(|z|)An(y, z) and its Fourier transform z → ξ has the same parity law
in ξ. Then ∫

1/R<|ξ|<R
(a−n + b−n)(y, ξ))dξ =

∫ R

1/R

∫
Sn

(a−n + b−n)(y, rθ)dθrn−1dr
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and a change of variable θ → −θ in the integral together with the parity law of of a−n + b−n
shows that this integral vanishes for all R > 1. This ends the proof. �

We apply this result to the following

Corollary 2.6. Let U ⊂ Rn an open set, let A ∈ Ψ0,k
odd(U) with compactly supported ker-

nel A(y, y′) in U × U . Assume that there exists some functions W ∈ C∞(U) and some log-
homogeneous Bi ∈ C∞(U,Rn \ {0}), i = 0, . . . , n, of order (−n + i, k) satisfying Bi(y,−z) =
(−1)iBi(y, z) and such that∣∣∣A(y, y + z)−W (y)−

n∑
i=0

Bi(y, z)
∣∣∣ = O(|z| 12 ) |z| → 0.

Then ωKV(A) = W |dy|.

Proof : If Ai are defined by (2.6), then asymptotic considerations near z = 0 show that, as
functions on U × (Rn \ 0), Ai = Bi for i < n, and finally

(An,0(y, z)−Bn,0(y, z))|dy| = W (y)|dy| − ωKV(A)(y), ∀z near 0,

where An(y, z) =
∑k
l=0An,l(y, z)(log |z|)l for some An,l(y, z) homogeneous in z of degree 0, and

the obvious similar decomposition for Bn. In particular, since An(y, z), Bn(y, z) are odd in z, it
is immediate to see that W |dy| = ωKV(A). �

2.6. KV-Trace of a product. In this subsection, we express the KV trace of a product of 2
pseudodifferential operators. We state the result and postpone the proof, which is a bit technical,
to the Appendix.

We consider a case which will be of special interest later, that is the composition of 2 poly-
homogeneous pseudo-differential operators F ∈ Ψ2λ−n,1

reg (M) and L ∈ Ψn−2λ,0
reg (M) for λ 6∈ 1

2Z,
then the composition FL ∈ Ψ0,1

odd(M) has a well-defined KV-Trace. In our application, F will
be the derivative ∂λS(λ) of the scattering operator while L will be its inverse S−1(λ), keeping
in mind that we wish to study TR(∂λS(λ)S−1(λ)), see next section.

Let us first introduce a notation to simplify statements.

Definition 2.7. If U ⊂ Rn is a bounded open set and u ∈ C∞(U × (0, 1) × Sn−1) has an
asymptotic expansion as r → 0

u(y′, r, w) ∼
∞∑
i=0

k∑
l=0

r−n−1+i(log r)lui,l(y′, w), ui,l ∈ C∞(U × Sn−1),

we define

(2.15) [u]sing :=
n−1∑
i=0

k∑
l=0

r−n−1+i(log r)lui,l, [u]reg := u−
n∑
i=0

k∑
l=0

r−n−1+i(log r)lui,l.

For smoothing pseudodifferential operators F,L ∈ Ψ−∞(M), it is well known that the usual
trace is the integral of the kernel of FL on the diagonal

Tr(FL) =
∫
M×M

F (y, y′)L(y′, y)dh0(y′)dh0(y).

For our case, this is singularly different and the whole problem comes from the diagonal singu-
larities of the kernels. One way to approach it is too work in local coordinates near the diagonal
and to blow it up, i.e. to use polar coordinate around the diagonal.

Proposition 2.8. Let (M,h0) be a compact Riemannian manifold , F ∈ Ψ2λ−n,1
reg (M) and

L ∈ Ψn−2λ,0
reg (M) with symmetric Schwartz kernel F (y, y′) = F (y′, y) and L(y, y′) = L(y′, y)

outside the diagonal {y = y′}. Let U be an atlas and (χj)j∈J an associated partition of unity
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of M such that if i, j satisfy suppχi ∩ suppχj 6= ∅, there exists a chart Uij that contains both
supports. Then using Definition 2.15, there exists A > 0 such that the KV-Trace of FL is, for
any A′ > A,

TR(FL) =
∑
i,j∈J

suppχi∩suppχj 6=∅

(∫
Uij

∫ A′

0

∫
Sn−1

[
β∗(χi|deth0|

1
2 ⊗ χj)β∗Fβ∗L

]
reg

(y, r, w)dwdrdh0(y)

−
∫
Uij

∫ ∞
A′

∫
Sn−1

[
β∗(χi|deth0|

1
2 ⊗ χj)β∗Fβ∗L

]
sing

(y, r, w)dwdrdh0(y)
)

+
∑
i,j∈J

suppχi∩suppχj=∅

∫
Uij

χi(y)χj(y′)F (y, y′)L(y′, y)dh0(y)dh0(y′).

where β the blow-down map β : (y, r, w) → (y, y′) = (y, y + rω) mapping Uij × [0,∞) × Sn−1

into Uij × Rn .

3. Krein’s formula

3.1. Renormalized integral. Let us recall a result of Graham-Lee [19] which says that for any
h0 in the conformal infinity [x2g|TM ], there exists a unique (in a neighbourhood of M) smooth
boundary defining function x of M = ∂X̄ in X̄ such that the metric has the form, in a collar
neighbourhood (0, ε)x ×M of M ,

(3.1) g =
dx2 + h(x)

x2
, h(0) = h0

for h(x) a smooth 1-parameter family of metrics on M . Then x will be called the geodesic
boundary defining function correponding to h0.

We now recall a couple of things on renormalized integrals. Let x be a geodesic boundary
defining function of X̄. As written in the introduction, if u ∈ C∞(X) has an expansion in a
collar neighbourhood (0, ε)x ×My of M

u(x, y) =
N∑
i=0

xI+iui(y) +O(x<(I)+N+1), I ∈ C

for some N > −<(I), we define the 0-integral of u by∫ 0

u := FPt→0

∫
x>t

u(x, y)dg

where FPt→0 means “finite part at t = 0”, this is the constant term in the expansion, after
noticing that there is always an expansion in powers of t and log t with a remaining term being
O(t) by assumption on u. The 0-integral depends a priori on the function x. Albin [1, Sec. 2.2]
proved that if I = 0 then ∫ 0

u = FPz=0

∫
X

xzudg, z ∈ C,

here the finite part is the regular part at z = 0 in the Laurent expansion at z = 0, a straightfor-
ward computation shows that it also holds if I ∈ C. Actually, if I /∈ n− N0, then the 0-integral
of u is independent of the choice of boundary defining function x. Indeed, following [1, Prop.
2.2.], if x̂ = eωx is another geodesic boundary defining function in X̄ then∫

X

(xz − x̂z)udg = z

∫
X

xz
1− eωz

z
udg

and the integral on the right is holomorphic at z = 0, this is easily checked by using an expansion
of the integrand in (non-integer) powers of x, thus the right hand side vanishes at z = 0. If
I ∈ n−N0 the 0-integral depends on x but it is proved in [1, Th. 2.5] that for n odd and I = 0,
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if h(x) in (3.1) has an even expansion in x modulo O(xn) with Trh0(∂nxh(0)) = 0 and if u has an
even expansion in x modulo O(xn+1), then the 0-integral of u is independent of the choice of x.

3.2. Resolvent. We first recall definitions of blow-ups X̄ ×0 X̄, X̄ ×0 M , M ×0 M , as defined
for instance in [35, 31] and the class of pseudo-differential operators on X which contains the
resolvent of the Laplacian. We will generally denote by [Y ;S] the blow-up of Y around a
submanifold S, the spherical normal interior pointing bundle of S in Y is called front face of
the blow-up and the canonical map β : [Y ;S] → Y which is the identity outside the front face
and the projection on the base on the front face is called blow-down map. In first section we
introduced briefly this concept for a submanifold S embedded in a compact manifold M , it can
be actually generalized when S is a submanifold with corners of a manifold with corners. For
our case, the blow-up X̄ ×0 X̄ is defined as a set

X̄ ×0 X̄ := [X̄ × X̄; diagM ] = (X̄ × X̄ \ diagM ) t SN+(diagM , X̄ × X̄)

where diagM is the diagonal in M ×M ⊂ X̄ × X̄, SN+(diagM , X̄ × X̄) is the spherical normal
interior pointing bundle of diagM in X̄×X̄, the front face of X̄×0 X̄ is denoted F, the blow-down
map is denoted by

(3.2) β : X̄ ×0 X̄ → X̄ × X̄.
A topological and smooth structure of manifold with corners can be given on X̄ ×0 X̄ through
normal fibrations of diagM in X̄ × X̄ and polar coordinates: for instance if (x, y) (here y =
(y1, . . . , yn)) are coordinates on a neighbourhood of y0 ∈M , then defining (x, y) := π∗L(x, y) and
(x′, y′) := π∗R(x, y) with

(3.3) πL, πR : X̄ × X̄ → X̄, πR(m,m′) = m′, πL(m,m′) = m

gives coordinates (x, y, x′, y′) near (y0, y0) ∈ diagM and a function f on X̄ ×0 X̄ supported near
the fibre Fp of F where p = (y0, y0) ∈ diagM is said smooth if β∗f , defined outside diagM , can
be expressed as a smooth function of the polar variables

(3.4) R = (x2 + x′
2 + |y − y′|2)

1
2 , ρ :=

x

R
, ρ′ =

x′

R
, ω :=

y − y′

R
, y′.

This manifold with corners has three kind of boundary hypersurfaces, the front face F defined
in these coordinates by R = 0, it is a bundle in quarter of sphere, the two other boundary faces
are called top and bottom faces, in these coordinates T := {ρ = 0},B := {ρ′ = 0}. The diagonal
of X × X lifts under β to a submanifold, denoted diag, whose closure is denoted ∂diag and
meets only the topological boundary of X̄ ×0 X̄ at F. Coordinates (3.4) are actually not really
coordinates in the usual sense, one actually has to consider three systems of coordinates induced
by (x, y, x′, y′) that cover F near Fp. The first two ones are projective coordinates

s := β∗
( x
x′

)
, z := β∗

(y − y′
x′

)
, x′ := β∗(x′), y′ := β∗(y′)

t := β∗
(x′
x

)
, z′ := β∗

(y − y′
x

)
, x := β∗x, y := β∗y

covering (near Fp) respectively a neighbourhood of F ∩ T,F ∩B and valid on the whole interior
of the front face F (near Fp). Note that F is repectively {x′ = 0}, {x = 0} in these coordinates
and diag = {s = 1, z = 0}, {t = 1, z′ = 0}. The last system is

w := β∗
(y − y′

r

)
, % := β∗

(x
r

)
, %′ := β∗

(x′
r

)
, r := β∗(|y − y′|), y′ := β∗(y′),

covers a neighbourhood of T ∩ B ∩ F but is not defined at ∂diag. If R is a global defining
function of F in X̄ ×0 X̄, we have canonically associated global boundary defining functions
ρ := x/R, ρ′ = x′/R of respectively T,B. The blow-up X̄ ×0 M = [X̄ ×M ; diagM ] is defined
similarly and it is direct to see that it is canonically diffeomorphic to the bottom face B of
X̄×0 X̄. Its front face is denoted F′ ' F∩B and the blow-down map β′. Then the final blow-up
M ×0 M := [M ×M ; diagM ] is canonically diffeomorphic to T ∩ B, its front face is denoted
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F∂ ' F ∩ T ∩B and the blow-down map β∂ .

The space of smooth functions vanishing at all order on a manifold with corners Y is denoted
by Ċ∞(Y ), its topological dual with respect to a pairing induced by a given volume density is
the space of extendible distributions C−∞(Y ). Since β∗ : Ċ∞(X̄ × X̄) → Ċ∞(X̄ ×0 X̄) is an
isomorphism, there is an induced isomorphism β∗ between their duals, the push-forward β∗ is its
inverse isomorphism between C−∞(X̄ ×0 X̄) and C−∞(X̄ × X̄). Schwartz Theorem [38] asserts
in this setting that the set of continuous operators from Ċ∞(Y ) to C−∞(Y ′) is in one to one
correspondence with C−∞(Y × Y ′) if Y, Y ′ are smooth manifolds with corners and assuming
volume densities are given (otherwise introduce half-densities).

We define, following [35], a natural class of differential operators on X̄ degenerating uniformly
at M : the set Diffm0 (X̄) for m ∈ N0 is the set of smooth differential operators on X̄ of order m
such that P ∈ Diffm0 (X̄) if it can be written as

P =
∑

j+|β|≤m

Pj,α(x, y)(x∂x)j(x∂y)β , Pj,α ∈ C∞(X̄)

locally near the boundary M = {x = 0}. The Laplacian on an asymptoticaly hyperbolic manifold
(X, g) is an operator in Diff2

0(X̄), it can be expressed in a collar neighbourhood arising from a
geodesic boundary defining function x by

(3.5) ∆g = −(x∂x)2 + nx∂x + x2∆h(x) −
1
2
xTrh(x)(∂xh(x))x∂x.

Let R, ρ, ρ′ be boundary defining functions of the three boundary hypersurfaces F,T,B. We
define RjΨm,k,l

0 (X̄) for m, k, l ∈ C, j ∈ N0 to be the set of continuous linear operators A from
Ċ∞(X̄) to its dual C−∞(X̄) (pairing through the volume density of g) such that the lift of the
Schwartz kernel κA of A by β satisfies

β∗κA ∈ ρkρ′
l
RjC∞(X̄ ×0 X̄) +RjIm(X̄ ×0 X̄, diag)

where Im(X̄ ×0 X̄, diag) stands for the set of distributions classically conormal of order m to
the interior diagonal, i.e. those which can be written locally as Fourier transform of symbols
of order m in the fibres of the normal bundle N(diag, X̄ ×0 X̄) of diag through a normal fibra-
tion. We will also denote by Ψk,l(X̄) the operators having a Schwartz kernel in xkx′lC∞(X̄×X̄).

We know from [35, 21] that the modified resolvent R(λ) = (∆g − λ(n − λ))−1 is a bounded
operator on L2(X) for <(λ) > n

2 and λ(n− λ) /∈ σpp(∆g) which extends to λ ∈ C \ {(n− 1)/2−
k − N} meromorphically with poles of finite multiplicity (the rank of the polar part in Laurent
expansion at a pole is finite) if the metric is even modulo O(x2k+1), this results holds for any
k ∈ N. The resonances are the poles of R(λ) with finite multiplicity, the multiplicity is defined
by

m(λ) =
{

rank Resλ((2s− n)R(s)) if λ 6= n
2

rank ResλR(s) if λ = n
2

It will also be useful later to know that (n − 2λ)R(λ) is holomorphic on {<(λ) = n
2 }, this is a

direct consequence of [25, Lem. 4.1], the fact that n2/4 is not an L2 eigenvalue of ∆g and [41,
Lem. 4.9]. Moreover from [35], R(λ) ∈ Ψ−2,λ,λ

0 (X̄) + Ψλ,λ(X̄) thus its Schwartz kernel splits
into R(λ;m,m′) = R1(λ;m,m′) +R2(λ;m,m′) with (using coordinates (3.4))

R1(λ;m,m′) = xλx′λKλ(m,m′), β∗R2(λ; ρ, ρ′, R, ω, y′) = ρλρ′
λ
Fλ(ρ, ρ′, R, ω, y′)

(3.6) Kλ ∈ C∞(X̄ × X̄), Fλ ∈ C∞(X̄ ×0 X̄ \ diag)

and Fλ having a conormal singularity of order −2 at the interior diagonal diag. We will call
β∗R2 the normal part of the resolvent. The boundary defining function R and the coordinate
ω actually depend on the choice of local coordinates we are using for the blow-up X̄ ×0 X̄, we
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can actually show a parity regularity, in some sense, for the Taylor expansion of the normal part
of the resolvent at the front face F, that is not depending on choice of coordinates. To define
regular parity, we use the special class of boundary defining function x of X̄, which induces
x := π∗Lx and x′ := π∗Rx as geodesic boundary defining functions of X̄ × X̄. The fibre Fp of the
front face F (with p = (y′, y′) ∈M ×M) being

(3.7) Fp =
((
Np(diagM ,M ×M)× (R+∂x)× (R+∂x′)

)
\ {0}

)
/{(w, t, u) ∼ s(w′, t′, u′), s > 0}

there is an involution ι : (w, t, u) → (−w, t, u) that passes to the quotient Fp. Since Ty′M is
canonically isomorphic to Np(diagM ,M ×M) by z ∈ Ty′M → (z,−z) ∈ Tp(M ×M), h0(y′)
induces a metric on Np(diagM ,M ×M). Then Fp is clearly identified with the quarter of sphere

Fp ' {w + t∂x + u∂x′ ∈ Np(diagM ,M ×M)× (R+∂x)× (R+∂x′), t2 + u2 + |w|2h0(y′) = 1}

this is actually trivial to check that the involution ι is just the symmetry w → −w in that
model. In projective coordinates (s = t/u, z = w/u), the interior of the face Fp is a half-
space diffeomophic to Hn+1 and the involution becomes z → −z. Recall that β∗x′ is a smooth
function that defines globally the interior of F in the sense that it vanishes and has non-degenerate
differential there.

Definition 3.1. One says that a function L on Fp has even parity (resp. odd parity) if
L([−w, t, u]) = L([w, t, u]) (resp. L([−w, t, u]) = −L([w, t, u])) in the model (3.7) where brackets
denote equivalence classes. A function L ∈ ρaρ′

b
C∞(X̄ ×0 X̄) with a, b ∈ C is said to have

regular parity if for x geodesic boundary defining function of M , then setting x′ := β∗π∗Rx with
notations (3.2)-(3.3), L has the Taylor expansion at the interior of the front face F

L =
n∑
i=0

x′
i
Li +O(x′n+1), Li ∈ ρaρ′

b−i
C∞(F)

with L2i having even parity and L2i+1 odd parity on each Fp.

Note that one can define similarly regular parity for a conormal distribution to the interior
diagonal diag, the Li will then be conormal distributions to ∂diag := diag ∩ F on F.

Lemma 3.2. The regular parity is invariant with respect of choice of geodesic boundary defining
function x of X̄ as long as the metric g on X is even modulo O(xn+1). Moreover, setting
x := β∗π∗Lx with notations (3.2)-(3.3), the regular parity of L ∈ ρaρ′bC∞(X̄ ×0 X̄) is equivalent
to having the expansion

L =
n∑
i=0

xiLi +O(xn+1), Li ∈ ρa−iρ′
b
C∞(F)

with L2i having even parity and L2i+1 odd parity on each Fp.

Proof : we consider a neighbourhood of Fp for some p = (y0, y0) ∈ M ×M . Let us take
another geodesic boundary defining function x̂ in X̄, then from [18] one has that

x = x̂
∑

2i≤n−1

x̂2if2i +O(x̂n+1), f2i ∈ C∞(M).

Thus we obtain, using notations x′ = β∗π∗Rx and x̂′ = β∗π∗Rx̂,

x′ = x̂′
∑

2i≤n−1

(x̂′)2iβ∗π∗Rf2i +O((x̂′)n+1)

and it clearly proves the first part of the Lemma since β∗π∗Rf2i are constant on the fibres of F

and only even powers of x̂′ appear up to order (x̂′)n+1. The second part can be checked through
the change of projective coordinates near Fp

(x′, y′, s = x/x′, z = (y − y′)/x′)→ (x = x′s, y = y′ + x′z, t = 1/s, z′ = z/s),
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where x defines F and (t, z′) parametrize the fibers of F and ι is z′ → −z′; we have
n∑
i=0

x′
i
Li(y′, s, z) =

n∑
i=0

xitiLi(y − xz′, 1/t, z′/t) =
n∑
i=0

xiL′i(y, t, z
′) +O(xn+1)

with L′j(y, t, z
′) =

∑
i+|α|=j(α!)−1ti(−z′)α.∂αy′Li(y, 1/t, z′/t), this easily gives L′j(y, t,−z′) =

(−1)jL′j(y, t, z
′) by asumption on Li. The equivalence holds by symmetry of the blow-up. �

Remark 3.3. : taking a geodesic boundary defining function x and any coordinates y near y0 ∈M
we have coordinates (x, y, x′, y′) with (x, y) = π∗L(x, y), (x′, y′) := π∗R(x, y) near p = (y0, y0) ∈
diagM and induced coordinates in a neighbourhood of Fp

R := (x2 + x′
2 + |y − y′|2)

1
2 , ρ :=

x

R
, ρ′ =

x′

R
, ω =

y − y′

|y − y′|
, y′

and since x′ = Rρ, s = ρ/ρ′, z = ω(1 − ρ2 − ρ′2)
1
2 /ρ′ are the projective coordinates on F, it is

clear that the regular parity property of a function L ∈ ρaρ′bC∞(X̄×0 X̄) in this neighbourhood
can be rephrased by L =

∑n
i=0R

iLi +O(Rn+1) with Li ∈ ρaρ′bC∞(F) and

ι∗Li(ρ, ρ′, ω, y′) = Li(ρ, ρ′,−ω, y′) = (−1)iLi(ρ, ρ′, ω, y′).

Clearly, the vector field β∗(x∂x) acting on a function with regular parity on X̄ ×0 X̄ preserves
its regular parity, whereas β∗(x∂y) changes the parity.

Since a function on F with odd parity restricts to 0 at ∂diag = F∩diag (the interior diagonal
intersects Fp at a fixed point of the involution ι of Fp), we get the straightforward

Lemma 3.4. Let L ∈ ρaρ′bC∞(X̄ ×0 X̄) with a, b ∈ C and suppose that L has regular parity.
Then the restriction of F at the diagonal diag is a smooth function even modulo O(xn+1) on X̄
in the sense that m ∈ X → β∗L(m,m) extends smoothly to X̄ with an even expansion in powers
of x(m) modulo O(xn+1) if x is a geodesic boundary defining function.

A particularly interesting example of regular parity operator is the resolvent lifted kernel, as
we next prove in the

Proposition 3.5. Let (X, g) be an asymptotically hyperbolic metric which is even modulo
O(xn+1), then the normal part of the resolvent R(λ) (see (3.6)) has regular parity in the sense
of Definition 3.1, when R(λ) is well-defined.

Proof : to prove this result, one needs to return to the construction of the resolvent parametrix,
in particular the part involving the resolution on the front face, that is the normal operator. The
regular property is global in the sense that a fibre Fp of the front face is a manifold (with corners)
but local in X̄ ×0 X̄ since defined on each fibre, thus it suffices to work near an arbitrary fibre
Fp. Note that for <(λ) > n

2 , (3.6) shows that the n first asymptotic terms of the lifted kernel of
the resolvent at the front face F are given by those of its normal part. If p = (y0, y0) ∈M ×M ,
we have local coordinates y near y0 that induce projective coordinates

(3.8) (x′, y′, s = x/x′, z = (y − y′)/x′)
near the interior {y′ = y0, x

′ = 0)} of Fp where again x′ := β∗π∗Rx, x := β∗π∗Lx, and similarly for
y, y′. Let us recall a couple of definitions and results about the normal operator, the reader could
also read [35, 31] or [22, Sec. 2.3] for more details. If p = (y0, y0) ∈ diagM with y0 ∈ M , the
normal operator at p of an operator A ∈ Ψm,k,l

0 (X̄) with Schwartz kernel κA is the distribution
Np(A) := β∗κA|Fp on Fp classically conormal to the point ∂pdiag := diag∩Fp of order m and in
ρkρ′

l
C∞(Fp\∂pdiag), this distribution can be interpreted as a left convolution distribution kernel

on the Lie group Xp := R+
s ×Rnz with law (s, z).(s′, z′) := (ss′, z+sz′) and with the right invariant

measure |deth0(y0)| 12 s−1dsdz, thus as an operator on Xp ' Hn+1. Note that the definition of
Np(A) extends to the case A ∈ RαΨm,k,l

0 (X̄) for <(α) > 0 by setting Np(A) = 0 (since the
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restriction on front face would vanish). If A ∈ Diffd0(X̄) ⊂ Ψd,∞,∞
0 (X̄), its normal operator is

supported at ∂pdiag and Np(Id) = δ∂pdiag is the Dirac mass there. If now A ∈ Diffd0(X̄) and
B ∈ Ψm,k,l

0 (X̄), then AB ∈ Ψm+d,k,l
0 (X̄) and from [35] we have Np(AB) = Np(A)Np(B) in

the sense of composition of the associated operators on Xp. Thus if R(λ) is the resolvent for
<(λ) > n

2 , we get

(3.9) Np(∆g − λ(n− λ))Np(R(λ)) = Np(Id) = δ∂pdiag = IdXp

where again we identifies convolution kernel on Fp and operator on Xp. From [35], the normal
operator Np(∆g) is the Laplacian on the hyperbolic space Xp ' Hn+1, which is easily seen from
using projective coordinates (3.8) in (3.5) with β∗(x∂x) = s∂s, β∗(x∂yi) = s∂zi

(3.10) β∗∆g = −(s∂s)2 + ns∂s + s2∆h(x′s,y′+x′z) −
1
2
x′sTrh(x′s,y′+x′z)((∂xh)(x′s, y′ + x′z))s∂s,

and freezing at x′ = 0, y′ = y0, that is Np(∆g) = −(s∂s)2 + ns∂s + s2
∑
i,j h

ij
0 (y0)∂zi∂zj . If

one wants the solution of (3.9) which is L2 for <(λ) > n
2 , Np(R(λ)) is necessarily given by the

resolvent of the Laplacian at energy λ(n − λ) on Xp. In term of convolution kernel, thus of
distribution on Fp, we have in projective coordinates (see [35, 31] or [22, App. B])

(3.11) Np(R(λ))(s, z) = Gλ

(
2s

1 + s2 + |z|2h0(y0)

)
where Gλ(x) = xλFλ(x) for some Fλ ∈ C∞([0, 1)) which can be expressed in term of hyper-
geometric function. Note that the factor in Gλ is nothing more than the inverse of the cosh
of the hyperbolic distance of (s, z) to ∂pdiag = {s = 1, z = 0} in Xp. The result (3.11)
holds for any p = (y′, y′) if y′ is near y0, with smooth dependence on y′ then. The first term
Qλ,0(y′, s, z) := β∗R(λ)|F(y′,y′) of the (normal part of the) resolvent expansion at F clearly sat-
isfies the regular parity property since it is even in z. Locally Qλ,0 can be considered as a kernel
near Fp, constant with respect to boundary defining function x′ of the interior of F, it is the
(local) lifted kernel of an operator in Ψ−2,λ,λ

0 (X̄). One has locally near Fp

β∗(∆g − λ(n− λ))Qλ,0 = δ∂diag + Tλ,0

where Tλ,0 is the (local) lifted kernel of an operator in RΨ0,λ,λ
0 (X̄) and actually in RΨ0,λ+1,λ

0 (X̄),
see [35] for this fact. Then we proceed by induction. Writing the lifted kernel of the normal part
of the resolvent β∗R2(λ) near Fp as

β∗R2(λ) =
n∑
k=0

x′
k
Qλ,k(y′, s, z) +O(x′n+1),

with Qλ,k ∈ ρλρ′λ−kC∞(F \∂diag), we assume that for k ≤ j ≤ n−1 we have the regular parity

(3.12) ι∗Qλ,k(y′, s, z) = Qλ,k(y′, s,−z) = (−1)kQλ,k(y′, s, z)

and we show that it also holds at order j + 1. Let us denote by Pλ the lift of ∆g − λ(n − λ)
under β∗, we then have

Pλ

j∑
k=0

x′
k
Qλ,k = δ∂diag + x′

j+1
Tλ,j(x′, y′, s, z)

where Tλ,j is the lifted kernel of an operator in Ψ0,λ,λ−j
0 (X̄). Since from (3.10), Pλ commutes

with x′, then it is clear that Pλ|x′=0Qλ,j+1 = Tλ,j |x′=0 and, like for the first step, this equation
can be solved since Pλ|x′=0 = N(y′,y′)(∆g−λ(n−λ)) is the hyperbolic Laplacian. We solve it first
near ∂diag = {s = 1, z = 0} by symbolic parametrix up to continuous terms on Fp supported
near ∂diag, this is standard and can be done by quantizing ∂s, ∂z, the key being ellipticity of
N(y′,y′)(∆g). The distribution Tλ,j(0, y′, s, z) is conormal of order 0 at ∂diag then by cutting it
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off near ∂diag by χ(2s/(1 + s2 + |z|2h0(y′))) where χ ∈ C∞0 ((1/2, 2)) equal 1 near 1, we have the
oscillating integral

s−
n
2 χ
( 2s

1 + s2 + |z|2h0(y′)

)
Tλ,j(0, y′, s, z) =

∫
ei((s−1)η+z.ξ)σλ,j(y′; η, ξ)dηdξ

for some σλ,j which is a symbol of order 0 in (η, ξ). We will show later that

(3.13) Tλ,j(0, y′, s,−z) = (−1)j+1Tλ,j(0, y′, s, z),

but let us assume it for now, then σλ,j(y′; η,−ξ) = (−1)j+1σλ,j(y′; η, ξ) by inverse Fourier
transform. We construct σ(N)

λ,j+1(y′, s; η, ξ) by induction in N by setting σ
(0)
λ,j+1(y′, s; η, ξ) :=

σλ,j(y′; η, ξ) and for N ∈ N

σ
(N)
λ,j+1(y′, s; η, ξ) := L(s, η, ∂s)

( σ
(N−1)
λ,j+1 (y′, s; η, ξ)

s2η2 + s2|ξ|2h0(y′) + (λ− n/2)2

)
where L(s, η, ∂s) := (s∂s)2 + 2iηs(s∂s) + iηs and <(λ)� n/2. It is clear that σ(N)

λ,j+1 is a symbol
of order −N in (η, ξ), thus we can consider the oscillating integral
(3.14)

Q
(N)
λ,j+1(y′, s, z) := χ

( 2s
1 + s2 + |z|2h0(y′)

)
s
n
2

∫
ei(η(s−1)+ξ.z)

N∑
k=0

σ
(k)
λ,j+1(y′, s; η, ξ)

s2η2 + s2|ξ|2h0(y′) + (λ− n/2)2
dηdξ

which is supported in a compact neighbourhood of ∂diag in view of the cut-off. Since

s−
n
2N(y′,y′)(∆g)s

n
2 = −(s∂s)2 − s2

∑
i,j

hij0 (y′)∂zi∂zj + n2/4,

we get by construction that for N large enough

(N(y′,y′)(∆g)− λ(n− λ))Q(N)
λ,j+1(y′, s, z) = Tλ,j(0, y′, s, z)− T (N)

λ,j (y′, s, z)

with T (N)
λ,j continuous on F near Fp (classically conormal of order −N at ∂diag) and equal to Tλ,j

outside a neighbourhood of ∂diag. But we check that Q(N)
λ,j+1(y′, s,−z) = (−1)j+1Q

(N)
λ,j+1(y′, s, z)

using that σ(k)
λ,j+1 has the parity of σλ,j in ξ (for any k) and the change of variable ξ → −ξ in

(3.14). Then we correct the error by setting

Q
(∞)
λ,j+1(y′, s, z) :=

∫
R+

∫
Rn
Gλ

(
2u

1 + u+ |v|2h0(y′)

)
T

(N)
λ,j

(
0, y′,

s

u
, z − s

u
v
) dudv

u
|deth0(y′)| 12

which is certainly convergent for <(λ) � n
2 . We clearly have Qλ,j+1 = Q

(N)
λ,j+1 + Q

(∞)
λ,j+1 and

by a change of variable v → −v in the last integral, the regular parity of Q(∞)
λ,j+1 holds if

T
(N)
λ,j (y′, s,−z) = (−1)j+1T

(N)
λ,j (y′, s, z). This is actually straightforward in view of (3.13), the

parity of Q(N)
λ,j+1 and the fact that N(y′,y′)(∆g) preserves parity in z (it involves two differentia-

tions in z).

It remains to prove (3.13), we first make an expansion of Pλ at the front face x′ = 0. To that
aim, we use the fact that h(x) is even modulo O(xn+1) and (3.5) to get

∆g − λ(n− λ) =
∑
2i≤n

x2iP2i,λ(y;x∂x, x∂y) +
∑

2i+1≤n

x2i+1P2i+1(y;x∂y) +O(xn+1)

for some differential operators P2i+1, P2i,λ smooth in y, such that Z → P2i,λ(y′;Y,Z) is a poly-
nomial even in Z ∈ Rn (of degree 2) and Z → P2i+1(y′;Z) is a polynomial odd in Z (of degree
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1). Since y = y′ + x′z, β∗(x∂x) = s∂s, β∗(x∂y) = s∂z, the lift under β gives (using multiindex
α ∈ Nn)

Pλ =
∑

2i+|α|≤n

x′
2i+|α|

s2izα∂αy′P2i,λ(y′; s∂s, s∂z) +
∑

2i+1+|α|≤n

x′
2i+1+|α|

s2i+1zα∂αy′P2i+1(y′; s∂z)

modulo O(x′n+1). As a consequence,

Tλ,j(y′, s, z) =
∑

k+2i+|α|=j+1

s2izα∂αy′P2i,λ(y′; s∂s, s∂z)Qλ,k(y′, s, z)

+
∑

k+2i+|α|=j

s2i+1zα∂αy′P2i+1(y′; s∂z)Qλ,k(y′, s, z).

It is then easy to check the regular parity property from (3.12) combined with the parity prop-
erties of Z → P2i,λ(y′;Y,Z), P2i+1(y′;Z) and the fact that (−1)k+|α| = (−1)k+|α|+2i.

This achieves the proof by induction for <(λ) � n
2 and by meromorphic continuation in λ,

the result extends as long as λ is not a pole of R(λ). �

Remark 3.6. : Independently, Pierre Albin proved in [2] a similar result on the renormalization
of the resolvent on forms in order to analyze the finite time 0-Trace of the heat operator.

3.3. Eisenstein functions. The Eisenstein functions are defined in this context by Joshi-Sa
Barreto [31] as boundary value of the resolvent, or alternatively by Graham-Zworski [20] as
solutions to a generalized Poisson problem. More precisely E(λ) ∈ C∞(X ×M)∩C−∞(X̄ ×M)
is the function, depending meromophically in λ ∈ C \−N if the metric is even modulo O(xn+1),
defined by

E(λ) := 22λ−nΓ(λ− n
2 )

Γ(n2 − λ)
β′∗(β

∗(x′−λR(λ))|B)

where we identified once again operator and Schwartz kernel. Since the kernel R(λ;m,m′) is
symmetric in (m,m′), we have as a consequence of Proposition 3.5 (and the remark following
Lemma 3.2) and the definition of E(λ) a regular parity for E(λ) in the following sense

Corollary 3.7. If x a geodesic boundary defining function of X̄ and y any coordinates near
y0 ∈M , then setting (x, y) := π∗L(x, y), y′ := π∗Ry, R := (x2 + |y − y′|) 1

2 , ρ := x
R , ω := y−y′

R ,

(3.15) E(λ;x, y, y′) = ρλR−λFλ(ρ,R, ω, y′) + xλKλ(x, y, y′)

with Kλ ∈ C∞(X̄ ×M) and Fλ ∈ C∞(X̄ ×0 M) such that Fλ =
∑n
i=0R

iFλ,i + O(Rn+1) with
Fλ,i ∈ C∞(F′) and

(3.16) Fλ,i(ρ,−ω, y′) = (−1)iFλ,i(ρ, ω, y′).

Let us recall the Green formula relating resolvent kernel and Eisenstein functions (see for
instance [21])

(3.17) R(λ;m,m′)−R(n− λ;m,m′) = (n− 2λ)
∫
∂X̄

E(λ;m, y′)E(n− λ;m′, y′)dh0(y′)

for λ such that R(λ), R(n−λ) are defined. Observe that this formula implies the smoothness of
the kernel of R(λ)−R(n− λ) in X ×X.

3.4. Scattering operator. The scattering operator in (1.2) is the same as usual, defined and
studied in this context in [31, 20] but renormalized with the Γ factors to remove the infinite rank
poles that it contains at n

2 +N. From its definition in (1.2), we remark that S(λ) depends on the
geodesic boundary defining functions of X̄ used to write the Poisson problem, we get trivially
that for another choice of geodesic boundary defining functions x̂ with x̂ = xeω for ω ∈ C∞(X̄),
the scattering operator obtained in (1.2) is related to S(λ) by the covariant rule

(3.18) Ŝ(λ) = e−λω0S(λ)e(n−λ)ω0 , ω0 = ω|M .
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It is also true [20, Prop. 3.3] that S(λ) is self-adjoint for λ ∈ R. Since x, x̂ are model defining
functions correponding to respective conformal representative h0 = x2g|TM and ĥ0 = e2ω0h0 of
the conformal infinity, S(λ) is a conformally covariant operator on (M, [h0]). It does depend on
the whole manifold X but it is proved by Graham-Zworski [20] that

Pk := S
(n

2
+ k
)
∈ Diff2k(M)

is a differential operator of order 2k depending only on the 2k first derivatives (∂jxh(0))j≤2k of
the metric at the boundary, it is then local. In the case of an even Poincaré-Einstein manifold,
Pk is a natural conformal operator on (M, [h0]), called k-th GJMS conformal Laplacian, defined
by Graham-Jenne-Manson-Sparling [16] that generalizes Yamabe operator (which is P1) and
Paneitz operator (which is P2).

It is proved in [31, 20] that the kernel of S(λ) is obtained by
(3.19)

S(λ) = (2λ− n)β∂∗(β
′∗(x−λE(λ))|T′) = 2n+1−2λΓ(λ− n

2 + 1)
Γ(n2 − λ)

β∂∗(β
∗(x−λx′−λR(λ))|B∩T).

Following [21], when the metric is even modulo O(xn+1) (resp. modulo O(x∞)), it is a mero-
morphic family of Fredholm operators on M in λ ∈ C\−N (resp. λ ∈ C) if n is odd. In addition,
S(λ) ∈ Ψ2λ−n,0(M) with principal symbol

(3.20) σpr(S(λ)) = |ξ|2λ−nh0

where h0 = x2g|TM is the representative of the conformal infinity associated to x. On the
essential spectrum of ∆g, represented by {<(λ) = n

2 }, S(λ) is a unitary operator satisfying

(3.21) S∗(λ) = S−1(λ) = S(n− λ),

the second identity extends meromorphically in λ ∈ C \ −N if n is odd. A straightforward
consequence of Corollary 3.7 and (3.19) is

Proposition 3.8. If λ is not a singularity of S(λ), then S(λ) ∈ Ψ2λ−n,0
reg (M). If λ is not a

singularity of ∂λS(λ)S−1(λ) then ∂λS(λ)S−1(λ) ∈ Ψ0,1
odd(M).

Of course, using Proposition 2.8, this proves that TR(∂λS(λ)S−1(λ)) is well defined.

3.5. The main proof. To obtain Krein’s formula, it suffices actually to compute the 0-Trace
of the spectral measure dΠ of ∆g, and by Stone’s theorem, its Schwartz kernel satisfies

−2iπdΠ(t2;m,m′) = R(
n

2
+ it;m,m′)−R(

n

2
− it;m,m′), t ∈ (0,∞)

which is a smooth function in X ×X by Green’s formula (3.17). First we check that

Theorem 3.9. Let (X, g) be an asymptotically hyperbolic manifold of even dimension n + 1
whose metric is even modulo O(xn+1). If λ /∈ 1

2Z is not a singularity of R(λ), R(n − λ) and if
t ∈ (0,∞), the values 0-Tr((n− 2λ)(R(λ)−R(n− λ))) and 0-Tr(2tdΠ(t2)) are well defined and
do not depend on x.

Proof : by smoothness of the Schwartz kernel of (n− 2λ)(R(λ)−R(n−λ)) at the diagonal of
X ×X in view of (3.17) we get that its lifted kernel by β∗ is in

(ρρ′)λC∞(X̄×0 X̄)+(ρρ′)n−λC∞(X̄×0 X̄)+β∗((xx′)λC∞(X̄× X̄))+β∗((xx′)n−λC∞(X̄× X̄))

and is holomorphic on the critical line <(λ) = n/2 since (n − 2λ)R(λ) is holomorphic on this
line. Restricting the last two terms (their push-forward) at the diagonal of X×X gives the sum
of a function in x2λC∞(X̄) and one in x2n−2λC∞(X̄) which renormalize independently of x if
2λ 6∈ Z according to Subsection 3.1. The two first terms restricted to diag are smooth, thus give
a function H ∈ C∞(X̄), this function H is the difference of the normal part of the resolvents
(n − 2λ)R(λ) and (n − 2λ)R(n − λ), but Proposition 3.5 shows that these normal parts have
regular parity and Lemma 3.4 then gives us that H has an even expansion in x modulo O(xn+1).
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We finally use result of Albin [1, Th. 2.5] to conclude independence with respect to x. The
Stone formula gives the desired result for 2tdΠ(t2) if t > 0. �

Theorem 3.9 also shows that 0-Tr(2tdΠ(t2)) extends analytically to t ∈ R∗ := R \ {0} as an
even function on R∗.

Next we compute this 0-Trace in function of the scattering operator. The essential ingredients
are the Mass-Selberg relation (consequence of Green’s formula (3.17)), the regular parity of the
resolvent, Eisenstein function and scattering operator and the Proposition 2.8.

Theorem 3.10. For λ, n− λ ∈ C \ 1
2Z not resonance, we have

0-Tr
(

(n− 2λ)(R(λ)−R(n− λ))
)

= TR(∂λS(λ)S−1(λ)).

Proof : let us first change the notation and set E(λ) for (2λ− n)E(λ) so that from (3.19), its
restricted kernel is the kernel of S(λ). We fix a geodesic boundary defining function x and use
Mass-Selberg (following from (3.17)) identity like in Guillopé-Zworski [25] or Patterson-Perry
[41] to obtain

(2λ− n)
∫
x(m)>ε

[R(λ;m,m′)−R(n− λ;m,m′)]m=m′dg(m) = (n− 2λ)−1(I1(λ, ε)− I2(λ, ε))

I1(λ, x) := x−n
∫
∂X̄

∫
∂X̄

x∂x∂λE(λ;x, y, y′)E(n− λ;x, y, y′)dh(x)(y)dh0(y′)

I2(λ, x) := x−n
∫
∂X̄

∫
∂X̄

∂λE(λ, x, y, y′)x∂xE(n− λ;x, y, y′)dh(x)(y)dh0(y′).

Let us compute the finite part of I2(λ, x) as x→ 0, the one with I1(λ, x) being similar. Let (χi)i
be a partition of unity of M = ∂X̄ as in Proposition 2.8 which we include in the integral I2 to
work in charts

I2(λ, x) =
∑
i,j

x−n
∫
M×M

χi ⊗ χj∂λE(λ)x∂xE(n− λ)dh(x) ⊗ dh0

=
∑
i,j

Iij2 (λ, x).

This integral splits into two parts, one supported near the diagonal of M ×M (when χiχj 6= 0)
and the other supported far from the diagonal (when χiχj = 0). First suppose that χiχj = 0,
then

χi(y)χj(y′)E(λ;x, y, y′) = xλχi(y)χj(y′)Kλ(x, y, y′)

with Kλ smooth and the integrand of Iij2 (λ, x) is

log(x)((n− λ)KλKn−λ + xKλ∂xKn−λ) + (n− λ)∂λKλKn−λ + x∂λKλ∂xKn−λ.

Since the boundary value of Kλ(x, y, y′)|x=0 is S(λ; y, y′) and Kλ smooth, one obtains directly
that

(3.22) FPx=0I
ij
2 (λ, x) = (n− λ)

∫
M×M

χi ⊗ χj∂λS(λ)S(n− λ)dh0 ⊗ dh0

and we are done for the off-diagonal part.

Now we have to deal with the part where χiχj 6= 0, that is near the diagonal of M ×M .
Following (3.15) the kernel of E(λ) is decomposed on supp(χi) ∩ supp(χj) into two parts

E(λ;x, y, y′) = ρλR−λFλ(ρ,R, ω, y′) + xλKλ(x, y, y′)

with Kλ ∈ C∞(X̄ ×M) and Fλ ∈ C∞(X̄ ×0 M) in local coordinates on the blow-up X̄ ×0 M
near the front face

(3.23) R = (x2 + r2)
1
2 , r = |y − y′|, ρ =

x

R
, ω =

y − y′

r
.
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An easy computation yields

(3.24) x∂x = (1− ρ2)ρ∂ρ + ρ2R∂R,

therefore we get on supp(χi) ∩ supp(χj)

x−n∂λE(λ)x∂xE(n− λ) = Qsm(λ) +Qsing(λ) +Qmix(λ)

with

Qsm(λ) := log(x)
(

(n− λ)KλKn−λ + xKλ∂xKn−λ

)
+ (n− λ)∂λKλKn−λ + x∂λKλ∂xKn−λ

the smooth term on the diagonal,

Qsing(λ) := R−2n
(

(n− λ)(1− 2ρ2)(∂λFλ − log(R2)Fλ)Fn−λ + (∂λFλ − log(R2)Fλ)x∂xFn−λ
)

+R−2n log(x)
(

(n− λ)(1− 2ρ2)FλFn−λ + Fλx∂xFn−λ

)
the singular term at the diagonal and

Qmix(λ) := log(x)
(

(n− λ)KλR
−2n+2λFn−λ +Kλx∂x(R−2n+2λFn−λ) + (n− λ)R−2λFλKn−λ

+R−2λFλx∂xKn−λ

)
+ (n− λ)∂λKλR

−2n+2λFn−λ + ∂λKλx∂x(R−2n+2λFn−λ)

+(n− λ)∂λ(R−2λFλ)Kn−λ + ∂λ(R−2λFλ)x∂xKn−λ

is the mixed term involving products of two types. Taking (x−λE(λ))|ρ=0 in (3.15) the lifted
kernel of S(λ) can be decomposed under the form

β∗∂S(λ) = Ssing(λ) + Ssm(λ)

(3.25) Ssing(λ) := r−2λFλ|ρ=0 ∈ r−2λC∞(M ×0 M), Ssm(λ) := K(λ)|x=0 ∈ C∞(M ×M)

The finite part of the integral of Qsm(λ) in each chart is obtained directly like (3.22), that is,
setting Q̃sm(λ) := χi ⊗ χjQsm(λ)dh(x) ⊗ dh0 ,

(3.26) FPx=0

∫
M×M

Q̃sm(λ) = (n− λ)
∫
M×M

χi ⊗ χj(∂λSsm(λ)Ssm(n− λ))|x=0dh0 ⊗ dh0

Let us now consider the singular term Qsing(λ) in the chart and on supp(χi⊗χj), it is clear that
for x < 1, Qsing(λ) is supported in R ∈ [0, A] for some A > 0. Let ψ be a smooth cut-off function
equal to 1 in [0, A] and 0 in [A + 1,∞). We use a Taylor expansion at R = 0 to decompose
Q̃sing(λ) := (χi ⊗ χj)Qsing(λ)dh(x) ⊗ dh0 into

Q̃sing(λ) = log(x)
( n∑
i=0

R−2n+iQlog,i(λ)+R−n+1Qlog,n+1(λ)
)

+
n∑
i=0

R−2n+iQi(λ)+R−n+1Qn+1(λ)

where, after identifying densities with functions via the local trivialisation |dydh0(y′)|, one has
(recall F′ = {R = 0} is the front face of X̄ ×0 M)

(3.27) Qlog,i(λ; ρ, ω, y′) ∈ C∞(F′), i < n+ 1, Qlog,n+1(λ; ρ,R, ω, y′) ∈ C∞(X̄ ×0 M)

(3.28) Qi(λ; ρ,R, ω, y′) = log(R)Qlog
i (λ) +Qcst

i (λ) ∈ log(R)C∞(F′) + C∞(F′), i < n+ 1

(3.29) Qn+1(λ; ρ,R, ω, y′) ∈ log(R)C∞(X̄ ×0 M) + C∞(X̄ ×0 M).

It is important to remark that the critical terms Qn, Qlog,n are odd in the sense that

(3.30) Qlog,n(λ; ρ,−ω, y′) = −Qlog,n(λ; ρ, ω, y′), Qn(λ; ρ,R,−ω, y′) = −Qn(λ; ρ,R, ω, y′),

this is a consequence of (3.16), n is odd and the second remark following Lemma 3.2. Observe
that for i < n, a polar change of variable (y, y′)→ (u = |y−y′|/x,w = (y−y′)/|y−y′|, y′) gives,
using (3.23),∫

Qlog,i(λ)
R2n−i = x−n+i

∫
(1 + u2)−n+ i

2Qlog,i

(
λ;

1
(1 + u2)

1
2
,

wu

(1 + u2)
1
2
, y′
)
un−1dudwSn−1dh0(y′)
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Qi(λ)
R2n−i = x−n+i

∫
(1 + u2)−n+ i

2Qcst
i

(
λ;

1
(1 + u2)

1
2
,

wu

(1 + u2)
1
2
, y′
)
un−1dudwSn−1dh0(y′)

+x−n+i log x
∫

(1 + u2)−n+ i
2Qlog

i

(
λ;

1
(1 + u2)

1
2
,

wu

(1 + u2)
1
2
, y′
)
un−1dudwSn−1dh0(y′)

+
1
2
x−n+i

∫
(1 + u2)−n+ i

2 log(1 + u2)Qlog
i

(
λ;

1
(1 + u2)

1
2
,

wu

(1 + u2)
1
2
, y′
)
un−1dudwSn−1dh0(y′)

all integrands are integrable and of the form (C1(λ)+C2(λ) log x)x−n+i for constants C1(λ), C2(λ)
if i < n in view of (3.27) and (3.28). This also implies

(3.31) FPx=0 log(x)
∫
ψ(R)R−2n+iQlog,i(λ) = 0

(3.32) FPx=0

∫
ψ(R)R−2n+iQi(λ) =

∫
(ψ(r)− 1)Qi(λ; 0, r, w, y′)r−n+i−1drdwSn−1dh0(y′).

The case i = n is quite similar, we have for x > 0∫
ψ(R)
Rn

Qlog,n(λ) =
∫
ψ((x2 + r2)

1
2 )

(x2 + r2)
n
2

Qlog,n

(
λ;

x

(x2 + r2)
1
2
,

rw

(x2 + r2)
1
2
, y′
)
rn−1drdwdh0(y′)

∫
ψ(R)
Rn

Qn(λ) =
∫
ψ((x2 + r2)

1
2 )

(x2 + r2)
n
2

Qn

(
λ;

x

(x2 + r2)
1
2
, (x2+r2)

1
2 ,

rw

(x2 + r2)
1
2
, y′
)
rn−1drdwdh0(y′)

and since we have proved in Subsection 3.2 that Qlog,n(ρ,−ω, y′) = −Qlog,n(ρ, ω, y′) and the
similar relation for Qn, then

(3.33)
∫
ψ(R)R−nQlog,n(λ) =

∫
ψ(R)R−nQn(λ) = 0, ∀x > 0

thus the finite part is 0. To deal with the remaining terms Qlog,n+1, Qn+1, it suffices to use
(3.27) and Lebesgue theorem to see that

log(x)
∫
ψ(R)R−n+1Qlog,n+1(λ) = log(x)

∫
ψ(r)Qlog,n+1(λ; 0, r, w, y′)drdwSn−1dh0(y′) +O(x

1
2 )

whose finite part is 0 and similarly from (3.29) we get

(3.34) FPx=0

∫
ψ(R)R−n+1Qn+1(λ) =

∫
ψ(r)Qn+1(λ; 0, r, w, y′)drdwSn−1dh0(y′).

The important fact deduced from (3.31)-(3.34) is that the finite part of the integral of Q̃sing(λ) in-
volves only the (Qi(λ)|ρ=0)i=0,...,n+1. But the Qi are defined by the polyhomogeneous expansion
at R = 0

(3.35) AR−2n
(

(n− λ)(1− 2ρ2)(∂λFλ − log(R2)Fλ)Fn−λ + (∂λFλ − log(R2)Fλ)x∂xFn−λ
)

=

n∑
i=0

R−2n+iQi(λ) +Qn+1(λ)R−n+1 =
n∑
i=0

R−2n+i(log(R)Qlog
i (λ) +Qcst

i (λ)) +Qn+1(λ)R−n+1

where A = β′
∗(χi|deth(x, y)| 12 ⊗ χj) ∈ C∞(X̄ ×0 M). Then the coefficients (Qi|ρ=0)i=0,...,n+1,

in log(r)C∞(F∂)+C∞(F∂) (recall F∂ = {r = 0} is the front face of M×0M), are the coefficients
in the expansion at r = 0 of the restriction of (3.35) at ρ = 0, which is

(3.36) (n− λ)A|ρ=0r
−2n(∂λFλ|ρ=0 − log(r2)Fλ|ρ=0)Fn−λ|ρ=0.

Returning to the definition (3.25) of Ssing(λ), we deduce that the polyhomogeneous expansion
of

(n− λ)β∗∂(χi|deth0(y)| 12 ⊗ χj)∂λSsing(λ)Ssing(n− λ)
at r = 0 is (3.36). Then combining (3.31)-(3.34) we deduce
(3.37)

FPx=0

∫
Q̃sing(λ) = (n− λ)

∫ {
(ψ(r)− 1)

[
β∗∂
(
χi|deth0|

1
2 ⊗ χj

)
∂λSsing(λ)Ssing(n− λ)

]
sing
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+ψ(r)
[
β∗∂
(
χi|deth0|

1
2 ⊗ χj

)
∂λSsing(λ)Ssing(n− λ)

]
reg

}
drdwSn−1dh0(y′)

with notations (2.15). To conclude, it remains to study the mixed terms, and actually this
can be done by analytic continuation in λ 6∈ 1

2Z. Indeed for half of the terms (those with
R−2λ), one can take the limit in the integral (Lebesgue theorem) if <(λ) > n

2 , this gives the
limit as x = 0 thus a finite part which admits a meromorphic continuation in λ, the other
terms (those with R2n−2λ) are dealt with similarly. As a consequence, we finally get, setting
Q̃mix(λ) := χi ⊗ χjQmix(λ)dh(x) ⊗ dh0 ,

(3.38) FPx=0

∫
Q̃mix(λ) = (n−λ)

∫
χi⊗χj [∂λKλR

2n−2λFn−λ+∂λ(R−2λFλ)Kn−λ]ρ=0dh0⊗dh0

= (n− λ)
∫
χi ⊗ χj

(
∂λSsm(λ)Ssing(n− λ) + ∂λSsing(λ)Ssm(n− λ)

)
dh0 ⊗ dh0

where we used (3.24) again. Note that since the result holds for any cut-off function ψ and is
independent of the choice one can take the limit case ψ = 1l[0,A]. Using Proposition 2.8 with
F := ∂λS(λ) and L := S(n − λ) = S−1(λ) which expresses the KV-Trace of FL in term of
lifted Schwartz kernels (note that we need tS(n − λ) = S(n − λ), which is a consequence of
R(n− λ) = tR(n− λ) and (3.19)) we see that

FPε→0I2(λ, ε) = (n− λ) TR(∂λS(λ)S−1(λ)).

The part I1(x, ε) is not really more complicated and can be analyzed similarly. Using same
notation as before, Qsm(λ), Qsing(λ), Qmix(λ) become now

Qsm(λ) :=
(
Kλ + λ∂λKλ + x∂x∂λKλ + log(x)x∂xKλ

)
Kn−λ

Qsing(λ) := R−2n
(

(1− 2ρ2)((1− λ log(R2))Fλ + λ∂λFλ − log(R2)x∂xFλ
)
Fn−λ

+R−2n log x
(
λ(1− 2ρ2)Fλ + x∂xFλ

)
Fn−λ

Qmix(λ) := R−2n+2λ
(
Kλ + λ∂λKλ + x∂xKλ + log(x)x∂xKλ

)
Fn−λ

+R2λ
(

(1− 2ρ2)Fλ + λ(1− ρ2)(∂λFλ − log(R2)Fλ)− log(R2)x∂xFλ
)
Kn−λ

+R2λ log x
(
λ(1− 2ρ2)Fλ + x∂xFλ

)
Kn−λ.

Applying exactly the same method, it is straightforward to see that λTR(∂λS(λ)S(n − λ))
contributes to the finite part of I1(λ, ε) as ε→ 0 but it turns out that another term appears, this
is the KV-Trace on M of the composition of operators with respective lifted Schwartz kernel

(r−2λFλ +Kλ)|ρ=0, (r−2n+2λFn−λ +Kn−λ)|ρ=0,

these operators are clearly S(λ) and S(n − λ) thus using S(λ)S(n − λ) = Id and the fact that
the KV-density of Id is 0 (the full symbol is constant), we see that this term does not contribute
to the finite part of I1(λ, ε) as ε→ 0. The proof of the Theorem is complete. �

Since ∂λS(λ)S−1(λ) is meromorphic in λ ∈ C \ (−N ∪ n + N) (resp. C) and holomorphic
on {<(λ) = n

2 } with values in Ψ0,1
odd(M) according to Proposition 3.8 when g is even modulo

O(xn+1) (resp. even modulo O(x∞)), then the formula of Lemma 2.5 clearly implies that
TR(∂λS(λ)S−1(λ)) is meromorphic in C \ (−N ∪ n + N) (resp. C) and holomorphic on the
line {<(λ) = n

2 }. Thus 0-Tr(2tdΠ(t2)) extends analytically to t ∈ R and meromorphically to
C \ (i(n/2 + N) ∪ i(−n/2 − N)) (resp. to C) if g is even modulo O(xn+1) (resp. even modulo
O(x∞)). We can then define the generalized Krein function by

(3.39) ξ(t) :=
∫ t

0

0-Tr(2udΠ(u2))du
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analytic in t ∈ R, and odd on R. Formally, ξ(t) is the 0-Trace of Π(t2). We have the identity

(3.40) TR(∂λS(λ)S−1(λ)) = −2π∂zξ(z)|z=i(n2−λ).

Let us now study the singularities of TR(∂λS(λ)S−1(λ)).

Proposition 3.11. The function s(λ) := TR(∂λS(λ)S−1(λ)) has only first order poles in the
set C \ (−N ∪ n+ N) with residues

−Resλ0s(λ) = m(λ0)−m(n− λ0) + 1ln
2−N(λ0) dim kerS(n− λ0)− 1ln

2 +N(λ0) dim kerS(λ0)

the result holds in C if g is even modulo O(x∞).

Proof : we define as in [23] the operator

(3.41) S̃(λ) := P−
λ
2 +n

4 S(λ)P−
λ
2 +n

4 , P := ∆h0 + 1

where h0 = x2g|TM if S(λ) has been defined using geodesic boundary defining function x.
Then using Lemma 2.3 and (3.20) we have S̃(λ) ∈ Ψ0

odd(M) and S̃(λ) − 1 ∈ Ψ−1(M) is a
family of compact operators. We have from Gohberg-Sigal theory (see [17] or [23, Eq. 2.2]) the
factorization near λ0

(3.42) S̃(λ) = U1(λ)
(
P0 +

m∑
l=1

(λ− λ0)klPl
)
U2(λ)

where U1, U2 are holomorphically invertible bounded operators on L2(M), Pi some orthogonal
projectors with rankPl = 1 if l > 0,

∑m
l=0 Pl = 1, PiPj = δijPi = δijPj , and kl ∈ Z \ {0}. The

inverse has to be

S̃−1(λ) = U2(λ)−1
(
P0 +

m∑
l=1

(λ− λ0)−klPl
)
U1(λ)−1.

Moreover, combining [23, Eq 2.4]7 with [23, Th. 1.1], completed by [24, Prop. 2.1] for points of
σpp(∆g)), we get

(3.43) −
m∑
l=1

kl = m(λ0)−m(n− λ0) + 1ln
2−N(λ0) dim kerS(n− λ0)− 1ln

2 +N(λ0) dim kerS(λ0).

and it remains to show that Resλ0s(λ) =
∑m
l=1 kl. Let us first compute

(3.44)

∂λS(λ)S−1(λ) =
1
2

log(P ) + P
λ
2−

n
4 ∂λS̃(λ)S̃−1(λ)P−

λ
2 +n

4 +
1
2
P
λ
2−

n
4 S̃(λ) log(P )S̃−1(λ)P−

λ
2 +n

4

Using Lemma 2.3 with P (which has regular parity since differential of order 2), all the terms
that appear have regular parity, this means from (2.11) that we can use cyclicity of the KV-Trace
and deduce

(3.45) TR(∂λS(λ)S−1(λ)) = TR(log(P )) + TR(∂λS̃(λ)S̃−1(λ)).

Now from (3.42) we get

∂λS̃(λ)S̃−1(λ) = (λ− λ0)−1
m∑
l=1

klU1(λ)PlU−1
1 (λ) + ∂λU1(λ)U−1

1 (λ)

+
m∑

l,j=0

(λ− λ0)kl−kjU1(λ)Pl∂λU2(λ)U2(λ)−1PjU
−1
1 (λ)

where we have set k0 = 0. The polar part has finite rank (the term l = j = 0 is holomorphic at
λ0) thus of trace class, this implies that the KV-Trace (viewed as TR(A) := Tr(AP s)|s=0 and
not necessarily on ΨDO’s)

(3.46) TR
(
U1(λ)P0∂λU2(λ)U2(λ)−1P0U

−1
1 (λ) + ∂λU1(λ)U−1

1 (λ)
)

7there is a sign typo for the definition of Nλ0 (M−1(λ))!
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is well-defined and analytic, at least for λ 6= λ0. Using cyclicity of the trace Tr(AB) = Tr(BA)
if A is bounded and B trace class, we get that the trace, or KV-Trace, of the polar part is the
sum of the following two terms

(3.47) TR
(

(λ− λ0)−1
m∑
l=1

klU1(λ)PlU−1
1 (λ)

)
= (λ− λ0)−1

m∑
l=1

kl,

(3.48) TR
( m∑

l+j>0
kl−kj<0

(λ− λ0)kl−kjU1(λ)Pl∂λU2(λ)U2(λ)−1PjU
−1
1 (λ)

)
= 0,

the last identity coming also from PlPj = δljPj . Thus the term (3.46) is meromorphic, it remains
to prove that its polar part at λ0 is 0. This can be done easily by setting Z(λ) the polar part
(with finite rank) of ∂λS̃(λ)S̃−1(λ) and checking that for <(s)� 0 and i ∈ N0∫
C(λ0)

(λ−λ0)iTr((∂λS̃(λ)S̃−1(λ)−Z(λ))P s)dλ = Tr
∫
C(λ0)

(λ−λ0)i(∂λS̃(λ)S̃−1(λ)−Z(λ))P sdλ

is 0 by holomorphy of ∂λS̃(λ)S̃−1(λ) − Z(λ), here C(λ0) is a little circle around λ0. As a con-
clusion (3.46) is holomorphic at λ0 and combining this fact with (3.45), (3.47), (3.48), (3.43),
the proof is achieved. �

For g even Poincaré-Einstein manifold, if n2/4 − k2 /∈ σpp(∆g) then dim kerS(n/2 + k) are
conformal invariants depending only on the conformal infinity since S(n/2 + k) = Pk is the k-th
GJMS conformal Laplacian of (M, [h0]).

A particular case of interest is when the curvature is constant, that is essentially when X =
Γ\Hn+1 is a quotient of the hyperbolic space by a convex co-compact group. There is in this
case a dynamical zeta function introduced by Selberg

(3.49) Z(λ) = exp

(
−
∑
γ

∞∑
m=1

1
m

e−λml(γ)

Gγ(m)

)
where γ runs over the primitive closed geodesics of X, l(γ) is the length of γ and Gγ(m) :=
e−

n
2ml(γ)|det(1 − Pmγ )| 12 if Pγ is the Poincaré linear map associated to the primitive periodic

orbit γ of the geodesic flow on the unit tangent bundle. It is well-known that the infinite sum
converges for <(λ) > δ if δ is the dimension the limit set of the group Γ, or equivalently the
exponent of convergence of the Poincaré series of the group.

We then clearly deduce for this case, using Patterson formula (see e.g. the proof of Theorem
1.1 of [24]),

Corollary 3.12. If (X, g) is a convex co-compact hyperbolic quotient X = Γ\Hn+1 with n odd,
we then have

∂zξ(z) =
i

2π
TR

(
∂zS

(n
2

+ iz
)
S−1

(n
2

+ iz
))

=
1

2π

(Z ′(n2 + iz)
Z(n2 + iz)

+
Z ′(n2 − iz)
Z(n2 − iz)

+ π−
n
2

Γ(n2 )
Γ(n)

Γ(n2 + iz)Γ(n2 − iz)
Γ(iz)Γ(−iz)

0-vol(X)
)

where Z(λ) the Selberg zeta function of Γ, 0-vol(X) is the 0-volume of X -i.e. the 0-integral of
1- which is equal by [41, Appendix] to 0-vol(X) = (−1)

n+1
2 π

n
2 +1χ(X̄)/Γ(n2 + 1) with χ(X̄) the

Euler characteristic of X̄.

This corollary together with Proposition 3.11 (and the computation by [41, Appendix] of the
0-volume of X = Γ\Hn+1 in term of the Euler characteristic) gives another proof of Theorem
1.5 of [41] when n is odd.
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Corollary 3.13. The Selberg zeta function Z(λ) for a convex co-compact quotient X = Γ\Hn+1

in odd dimension has for divisors the resonances, some conformal invariants at n/2 − N and
some topological invariants at −N0 as written in [41, Th. 1.5]

4. Applications to determinants

4.1. Regularized determinant of S(λ). In this part we define the determinant of S(λ) for
n odd and for even modulo O(x∞) asymptotically hyperbolic metrics. Since S(λ) is an elliptic
self-adjoint classical ΨDO of order 2λ − n for λ ∈ (n2 ,+∞), one can define its regularized
determinant using the method of Kontsevich-Vishik [29, Sec. 2], itself inspired from the zeta
regularized determinant of Laplacians introduced by Ray-Singer [43]. Let us first take λ 6∈ n

2 +N.
If S(λ) is invertible (which is the case for almost any λ ∈ (n2 ,+∞)) the logarithm of S(λ) and
the complex power S(λ)s for s ∈ C can be constructed using a spectral cut of S(λ), here for
instance any Lθ := {reiθ, r ∈ (0,∞))} works as long as θ 6= 0(π). It then allows to define the
spectral zeta function of S(λ) by

ζλ(s) := TR(S(λ)−s)

where the trace is the KV-Trace. In view of [29, Prop. 3.4] this function is meromorphic in
s ∈ C with at most simple poles at (2λ− n)−1(−n+ N), the residue at a pole s is given by the
Wodzicki residue of S(λ)−s. It is actually holomorphic at s = 0 since Wodzicki residue of Id
vanishes and one can set

(4.1) detS(λ) := e−∂sζλ(0).

Note now that for 2λ − n = 2k ∈ 2N, S(λ) is a differential operator which is in the odd class
Ψ2k

odd(M), then these definitions go through as well.

Proposition 4.1. The function λ → detS(λ) is analytic for λ ∈ (n/2,∞) and extends mero-
morphically to λ ∈ C. It can be expressed under the form

detS(λ) = exp(TR logS(λ))

and its derivative is ∂λ detS(λ) = detS(λ) TR(∂λS(λ)S−1(λ)).

Proof : Let λ0 > n/2 such that S(λ0) is invertible and choose λ > 0 in a small neighbourhood
of λ0, so that S(λ) is invertible. We now apply Corollary 2.4 of [42] with Q := S(λ) and A := Id
in their notation. The local residue of logQ is defined by

resy(logQ) =
∫
S∗(∂X̄)

σ−n,0(logQ)(y, ξ)dξ, y ∈ ∂X̄

where S∗(∂X̄) is the cosphere bundle of ∂X̄, σ(logQ)(y, ξ) is the local symbol of logQ with
polyhomogeneous expansion (i.e. σ−j,k(logQ)(y, ξ) below is homogeneous of degree −j in ξ)

σ(logQ)(y, ξ) ∼
∞∑
j=0

1∑
k=0

σ−j,k(logQ)(y, ξ)(log |ξ|)k

This local residue vanishes since logS(λ) ∈ Ψ0,1
odd(∂X̄) by Lemma 2.3 and the integral becomes

the integral of an odd density on the sphere, so Corollary 2.4 of [42] reads

−∂sζλ(s)|s=0 = TR(logS(λ)).

By construction, logS(λ) ∈ Ψ0,1
odd(∂X̄) depends analytically on λ in the sense of [42, Def. 1.9]

for λ in a small real neighborhood of λ0 (so that S(λ) is self-adjoint, invertible, with positive
principal symbol), then Lemma 2.3 shows that ∂sζλ(0) is analytic in λ near λ0. Differentiating
with respect to λ gives

(4.2) ∂λ log detS(λ) = TR(∂λS(λ)S(λ)−1).
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The right hand side extends to C meromorphically by Proposition 3.11, with first order poles
only and whose residues are integers, this implies that one can integrate (4.2) and take the
exponential, to get a meromorphic continuation of detS(λ)

detS(λ) = (detS(λ0)) exp
(∫ λ

λ0

TR(∂zS(z)S−1(z))dz
)

where λ0 ∈ (n2 ,∞) is chosen such that S(λ0), S(λ0)−1 exists. �

From (3.40) one also obtains for any λ0 = n
2 + iz0 >

n
2 which is not singularity of S(λ)

detS
(n

2
+ iz

)
= e−2πi(ξ(z)−ξ(z0)) detS

(n
2

+ iz0

)
.

It is also quite easy to see that detS(λ) is a conformal invariant of the conformal infinity
(M, [h0]). Indeed if ĥ0 = e2ω0h0 is another conformal representative of [h0], one has another
geodesic boundary defining function x̂ in X̄ which induces a scattering operator Ŝ(λ) related
to S(λ) by (3.18), but the same works by taking ht0 := e2tω0h0 for t ∈ [0, 1], that is we have a
smooth one parameter family of associated scattering operators

St(λ) = e−tλω0S(λ)e(n−λ)tω0 , S1(λ) = Ŝ(λ).

all invertible if S(λ) is. For λ > n
2 fixed such that S(λ) is invertible, let us compute the

logarithmic derivative with respect to t using method previsously detailed (cyclicity of TR for
operator with regular parity, recalling that a multiplication operator has regular parity)

∂t log detSt(λ) = −2 TR(ω0) = 0

the fact that it vanishes is an easy consequence of Lemma 2.5 with the fact that ω0 has a symbol
a(y, ξ) = ω0(y) constant in ξ, thus its Schwartz kernel is supported on the diagonal. We conclude
that ∂t detSt(λ) = 0 since detSt(λ) 6= 0 by assumption (it is defined as an exponential), then
det Ŝ(λ) = detS(λ).

Combining this discussion and Proposition 3.11 we obtain

Proposition 4.2. On an asymptotically hyperbolic manifold even modulo O(x∞) in even di-
mension, the function detS(λ) has a meromorphic continuation to C with divisor at λ0 ∈ C
given by

−m(λ0) +m(n− λ0)− 1ln
2−N(λ0) dim kerS(n− λ0) + 1ln

2 +N(λ0) dim kerS(λ0).

Moreover detS(λ) is a conformal invariant of the conformal infinity and satisfies

detS
(n

2
+ iz

)
= Ce−2πiξ(z)

where ξ is the extension in C, defined modulo Z, of Krein’s function introduced in (3.39) and
C ∈ C constant.

Remark that this allows to consider ξ as a scattering phase, i.e a phase of the scattering
operator. We now want to consider det S̃(λ) where S̃(λ) was defined in (3.41), in order to
compute the contant C of last Theorem. Before defining this determinant, recall that the
construction of detA for an elliptic self-adjoint operator with positive principal symbol A ∈
Ψa(M) with a ∈ R+ can be defined as we did for S(λ) (see again [29]) by

detA := e−∂sTR(A−s)|s=0 .

If the order a is negative it is still possible to define the complex powers, thus the spectral zeta
function, by A−s := (A−1)s where now A−1 has order −a > 0. Since S̃(λ) ∈ Ψ0

odd(M) with
principal symbol equal to 1, one can use the trick of Kontsevich-Vishik [29, Cor. 4.1] to define
its determinant, namely for any λ such that S̃(λ) is invertible, set

(4.3) det S̃(λ) :=
det(S̃(λ)P )

detP
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here P := (1 + ∆h0) is clearly odd since it is differential and the dimension of M is odd, thus
S̃(λ)P too. It is proved in [29, Cor. 4.1] that the obtained determinant does not depend on P ,
is also equal to

(4.4) det S̃(λ) =
det(PS̃(λ))

detP
, det S̃(λ) =

det(S̃(λ)P l)
detP l

for any power l ∈ N. We wish to relate det S̃(λ) to detS(λ), to that aim we need a multiplication
result for determinant due to Kontsevich-Vishik [29, Th. 4.1], or actually a generalization.

Lemma 4.3. Let α, β be two non-zero real numbers with α + β 6= 0. If A ∈ Ψα,0
reg (M), B ∈

Ψβ,0
reg (M) are elliptic self-adjoint invertible with positive principal symbol, then

det(AB) = det(A) det(B).

Proof : we follow the proof of Theorem 4.1 in [29]. First set for t ∈ [0, 1]

η := AB−
α
β , At := ηtB

α
β

then A0 = Bα/β and A1 = A have same order α. The powers of B can be defined as in Lemma
2.3 using any cut Lθ = {reiθ, r ∈ (0,∞)} with θ 6= 0(π) since B is invertible self-adjoint with
positive principal symbol, moreover we have from Lemma 2.3 that η ∈ Ψ0,0

reg(M) = Ψ0,0
odd(M)

using assumptions on A,B. The power ηt and log η are constructed in the proof of Corollary
2.1 in [29]: since η is invertible with positive principal symbol and conjugate to the self-adjoint
operator B−

α
2βAB−

α
2β its spectrum is then included in [−R,−ε]∪ [ε, R] for some 0 < ε < R, one

can thus take a cut Lθ for θ 6= 0(π) to define the log and set

(4.5) ηt = −(2πi)−1

∫
Λε,R,θ

zt(η − z)−1dz

where Λε,R,θ = ∪4
i=1Λi

Λ1 : {reiθ, R ≥ r ≥ ε}, Λ2 := {rei(θ−2π), ε ≤ r ≤ R}, Λ3 := {εeiϕ, θ ≥ ϕ ≥ θ − 2π}
and Λ4 is the circle of radius R oriented opposite to the clockwise (θ − 2π ≤ ϕ ≤ θ). The term
log η is the derivative at t = 0 of ηt and this amounts to replace zt by log z in (4.5). Using
Corollary 2.1 in [29] the multiplicative anomaly is

(4.6) logF (A,B) = −
∫ 1

0

WRes0

[
(log η)

( log(ηtB
α+β
β )

α+ β
− log(At)

α

)]
dt

if F (A,B) = det(AB)(detA detB)−1 and WRes0 is the first Wodzicki residue defined in (2.10).
From [29, Prop. 4.2], we know that ηt and log η are in Ψ0,0

odd(M) thus At ∈ Ψα,0
reg (M) since Bα/β

has regular parity by Lemma 2.3. It remains to observe that the proofs of [29, Prop. 4.3] and
[29, Cor. 4.3] go through as well if we deal with non-integer ΨDO’s with regular parity (as long
as their order and sum of orders are non-zero), which is quite direct and essentially done using
the same arguments than in Lemma 2.3; this proves that

log(ηtB
α+β
β )

α+ β
− log(At)

α
∈ Ψ0,0

odd(M)

and after multiplying by η ∈ Ψ0,0
odd(M) the Wodzicki residue in (4.6) vanishes. The proof is

achieved. �

As a consequence we get the formulae

det(P−
λ
2 +n

4 S(λ)P−
λ
2 +n

4 +1) = det(P−
λ
2 +n

4 S(λ)P−
λ
2 +n

4 ) detP

= det(P−
λ
2 +n

4 ) det(S(λ)) det(P−
λ
2 +n

4 +1).

Using again Lemma 4.3, we have

det(P−
λ
2 +n

4 ) det(P−
λ
2 +n

4 +1)(detP )−1 = det(P−λ+n
2 )
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if λ 6= {n2 ,
n
2 + 2}. We thus conclude, in view of definition (4.3) that

(4.7) det S̃(λ) = det(P−λ+n
2 ) detS(λ)

Remark that it is straightforward to see that

(4.8) det(Pα) = eαTR(logP ), α ∈ R∗

using exactly same arguments than those we explained for S(λ).

Now the interesting fact is that S̃(n−λ)S̃(λ) = 1, and det(1) = det(P )/ det(P ) = 1 as defined
by the method of [29, Cor. 4.1], thus

1 = det(1) = det(S̃(λ)S̃(n− λ)) =
det(S̃(λ)S̃(n− λ)P 2)

det(P 2)

=
det(S̃(λ)P )

detP
det(S̃(n− λ)P )

detP
= det S̃(λ) det S̃(n− λ)

where we used (4.4) and Lemma 4.3 for det(P 2) = (detP )2. This equation can be rephrased, in
view of (4.7) and (4.8), into

detS(λ) detS(n− λ) = 1.

Combining this identity with Proposition 4.2 and the fact that ξ is odd, we finally deduce

(4.9) detS
(n

2
+ iz

)
= ±e−2iπξ(z)

where ± means that one can not decide if it is plus or minus at the moment. As a matter of
fact, it is proved in [41, Lem. 4.16] or [25, Lem. 4.3] that S(n2 ) = 1 − 2PX for some finite
dimensional projector PX with rank equal to the multiplicity m(n/2) of n/2 as resonance of ∆g.
Using Proposition 6.4 of [29] we obtain

detS(
n

2
) = det S̃(

n

2
) =

det(S(n2 )P )
detP

= detFrS(
n

2
)

where detFr is the Fredholm determinant defined for operators of the form “Identity plus trace
class”. But here it is trivial to see, from properties of S(n/2) that detFr S(n/2) = (−1)m(n2 ). As a
conclusion, the sign in (4.9) is (−1)m(n2 ) since ξ(0) = 0. We bring together all these informations
in the

Theorem 4.4. If (X, g) is an even dimensional asymptotically hyperbolic manifold even modulo
O(x∞) and x a geodesic boundary defining function, then the generalized determinant of S(λ) is

detS
(n

2
+ iz

)
= (−1)m(n2 )e−2iπξ(z),

ξ(z) being the extension, defined modulo Z, of the generalized Krein function. In particular if
n2/4− k2 /∈ σpp(∆g), we have

detPk = (−1)m(n2 )e−2iπξ(−ik)

if Pk is invertible whereas detPk = 0 if kerPk 6= 0.

Notice that the determinant detPk is a conformal invariant of the conformal infinity (M, [h0])
of (X, g) which depends only on the first 2k derivatives (∂jxx

2g|M )j≤2k. In the case of an even
Poincaré-Einstein manifold, this is the determinant of the k-th GJMS conformal Laplacian of
(M, [h0]).

It is clear that detPk = 0 if kerPk = kerS(n/2 + k) 6= 0 and n2/4− k2 /∈ σpp(∆g), indeed we
can use Proposition 4.2 to see that the divisor of detS(λ) is positive at n/2 + k.
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4.2. Application to Selberg zeta function. We conclude this discussion by an application
to convex co-compact hyperbolic manifolds. Let us first define the function

(4.10) L(t) =
Γ(n2 + it)Γ(n2 − it)

Γ(it)Γ(−it)
=
(1

4
+ t2

)
. . .
((n

2
− 1
)2 + t2

)
t tanh(πt)

then we obtain by integrating ∂zξ(z) and using Theorem 4.4, Corollary 3.12

Theorem 4.5. Let X = Γ\Hn+1 be a convex co-compact quotient of even dimension of Hn+1,
let SX(λ), SHn+1(λ) be the respective scattering operator of X and Hn+1. Then
(4.11)

Z(n2 − iz)
Z(n2 + iz)

=
detSX

(
n
2 + iz

)
(

detSHn+1

(
n
2 + iz

))χ(X̄)
= detSX

(n
2

+ iz
)

exp
(2iπ(−1)

n+1
2

Γ(n+ 1)
χ(X̄)

∫ z

0

L(t)dt
)

where χ(X̄) is the Euler characteristic of X̄, Z(s) the Selberg zeta function of the group Γ and
L(t) is defined in (4.10). If Pk is the GJMS k-th conformal Laplacian of its conformal infinity,
if n2/4− k2 /∈ σpp(∆X) and if Pk is invertible we have

(4.12) detPk =
Z(n2 − k)
Z(n2 + k)

exp
(2π(−1)

n+3
2

Γ(n+ 1)
χ(X̄)

∫ k

0

L(−it)dt
)

The integrals are understood as contour integrals avoiding the singularities, the final result re-
maining independent as proved before.

Proof : we integrate −2πi∂zξ(z) using Corollary 3.12 and the fact that Z(λ) is holomorphic
with no zeros on {<(λ) = n

2 ;λ 6= n
2 } (see [41, Th. 6.2])

e−2iπ(ξ(z)−ξ(ε)) =
Z(n2 − iz)Z(n2 + iε)
Z(n2 + iz)Z(n2 − iε)

exp
(
− iπ−n2

Γ(n2 )
Γ(n)

0-vol(X)
∫ z

ε

L(t)dt
)

for ε > 0 small and z > ε. Now we let ε→ 0 and use the fact that Z(λ) has a zero of order m(n2 )
at λ = n

2 (see [41, Th. 6.2]) to see that

lim
ε→0

Z(n2 + iε)
Z(n2 − iε)

= (−1)m(n2 )

and since L(t) is regular at t = 0 and ξ(0) = 0, Theorem 4.4 gives the result by meromorphic
continuation in z. Note that we used the identity 0-vol(X) = (−1)

n+1
2 π

n
2 +1χ(X̄)/Γ(n2 + 1) and

that the value detSHn+1(λ) is just obtained by taking the trivial group Γ = {Id}, and Z(λ) = 1
in that case in Corollary 3.12. �

Remark 4.6. (i) The first remark is that when the the dimension of the limit set satisfies δ < n/2,
the right hand side in formula (4.12) is convergent if k < n/2 − δ, since Z(λ) converges for
<(λ) > δ. This provides a way to compute numerically, in principle, detPk from the group Γ,
or equivalently from the closed geodesics of X.
(ii) It is interesting to compare such a result with that of Sarnak [44] for instance, where he proved
for Riemann surfaces the identity between some determinant of Laplacian with the Selberg zeta
function, see also the recent paper of Borthwick-Judge-Perry [5, Th. 5.1] where in this case,
it is the determinant of the Laplacian on the interior (the non-compact hyperbolic manifold)
which is related to Z(λ). An approach as in [4] could also be used to define a generalized
determinant d(z) = det(∆g − n2/4− z), our results would be interpreted as an identity relating
d(z + i0)/d(z − i0) to detS(n/2 + iz

1
2 ) for z ∈ (0,∞).
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4.3. The Weyl asymptotic. Finally we remark that a Weyl type asymptotic holds for ξ for
hyperbolic convex co-compact quotient.

Proposition 4.7. If X = Γ\Hn+1 is a convex co-compact quotient with n odd and δ is the
dimension of the limit set of Γ, then as t→∞

ξ(t) =


(4π)−

n+1
2

Γ(n+3
2 )

0-vol(X)
(
tn+1 +

∑n−1
2

i=1 Cit
2i
)

+O(t), ifδ < n
2

(4π)−
n+1

2

Γ(n+3
2 )

0-vol(X)tn+1 +O(tn), otherwise

where Ci is the t2i coefficient of the polynomial

∫ t

0

u

n−1
2∏
j=1

(
n

2
− j + u2)du.

Proof : For the case δ < n
2 we can apply Corollary 3.12 with the estimate on zeta function∣∣∣∣Z ′(λ)
Z(λ)

∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣Z ′(n− λ)
Z(n− λ)

∣∣∣∣ ≤ C, <(λ) =
n

2

clearly obtained from its definition in (3.49) and the absolute convergence of this sum on the
line <(λ) = n/2 if δ < n/2. For the general case, it suffices to apply the same proof as that of
Melrose [36], see also [25] for Riemann surfaces. The only ingredients needed are a representation
of ∂zξ

∂zξ(z) = (2π)−1
∑
λ∈D

( 2=(λ)
(z −<(λ))2 + =(λ)2

+ Pλ(z)
)

+ P (z), z ∈ R

for D ⊂ C\R a discrete set such that {λ ∈ D; |λ| < R} = O(Rn+1) (counted with multiplicities)
with Pλ(z), P (z) polynomials in z of degree ≤ n, and the singularity of its Fourier transform
(i.e. the 0-Trace of the wave kernel) at t = 0 with first coefficient given by 0-vol(X) times
the appropriate constant. The representation of ∂zξ is a trivial consequence of a Hadamard
factorization of detS(λ) as a quotient of two entire functions of order n + 1 with symmetric
respective zeros given by the sets D and D̄ = {λ; λ̄ ∈ D}. This factorization is clearly deduced
from two facts: first the analysis of the zeros and poles of S(λ) in Proposition 4.2, with D being
the set of resonances combined with the {n/2 + k ∈ n/2 + N; kerS(n/2 + k) 6= 0} counted with
multiplicities, the symmetry of the poles of S(λ) with respect to λ → λ̄ comes classically from
S(n − λ̄)∗ = S(λ)−1 = S(n − λ) (see [20]); secondly the fact that detS(λ) is meromorphic of
order n + 1, which by (4.11) is a consequence of the Hadamard factorisation of Z(λ) proved in
[41, Th. 1.1.] (note that the growth of the functions are obtained by thermodynamic formalism
of [11, 6]) and a Hadamard factorisation of

M(z) := exp
(
− iπ−n2

Γ(n2 )
Γ(n)

0-vol(X)
∫ z

0

L(t)dt
)

as a quotient of two entire functions of order n + 1, that we need to check. To prove it, it
suffices to remark that its zeros and poles are at z = ±i(n/2 + k) (k ∈ N0) with multiplicity
|χ(X̄)|hn(k) < C|k|n where C is a constant and hn(k) is the dimension of the space of spherical
harmonics of degree k on Sn+1 (see [41, Rem. 6.10]), we also have a trivial bound |M(z)| <
eC
′(|z|+1)n+1

in dist(z,±i(n/2 + N)) > 1/4 for some constant C ′ by estimating L(t) in (4.10),
thus by multiplying by a Hadamard product of order n+ 1 that has zeros at poles of M(z) and
using the maximum principle, we have our proof.

The singularity of the wave 0-Trace is studied by Joshi-Sa Barreto [32], thus we are done by
applying Melrose’s proof [36]. �
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5. Appendix - Proof of Proposition 2.8

The part with suppχi ∩ suppχj = ∅ is clear, the other part can be worked out in each
Uij ×Uij using polar coordinates (or blow-up coordinates), and it clearly suffices to assume that
the kernel of F,L are supported in Uij × Uij , by partition of unity arguments. The volume
density on Uij is trivialized by |deth0|

1
2 dy′, let us include χi ⊗ (χj |deth0|

1
2 ) into F to simplify

notations: F (y, y′) in Uij × Uij will now mean F (y, y′)χi(y)χj(y′)|deth0(y′)| 12 . The odd parity
property of F still holds in view of properties of odd classes discussed before. We denote by
Uij ×0 Uij = β−1(Uij × Uij) where

β : Uij × [0,∞)× Sn−1 → Uij × Rn, β(y, r, ω) = (y, y + rω).

By assumption on F,L, the lifted kernel of F,L under β in Uij × Uij can be decomposed as
(using that L is symmetric)

β∗F (y, r, w) = F (y, y′) = Fsing(y, r, w) + Freg(y, r, w),

β∗L(y, r, w) = L(y′, y) = Lsing(y, r, w) + Lreg(y, r, w),

Fsing(y, r, w) =
n∑
i=0

(Fi(y, w) + Fi,log(y, w) log r)r−2λ+i, Lsing(y, r, w) =
n∑
i=0

Li(y, w)r−2n+2λ+i

where r = |y − y′|, w = (y′ − y)/r, and finally Fi, Fi,log, Li smooth satisfying
(5.1)
Fi(y,−w) = (−1)iFi(y, w), Fi,log(y,−w) = (−1)iFi,log(y, w), Li(y,−w) = (−1)iLi(y, w)

whereas Freg ∈ Ψ2λ−2n−1,1(Uij), Lreg ∈ Ψ−2λ−1,0(Uij). Note that the distributions β∗Lsing and
β∗Lreg can be extended in M×M so that β∗Lreg +β∗Lsing is the kernel of L (the extension is not
relevant for what follows but simplifies statements). Since F has compact support in Uij × Uij
it is possible to take constants B > A > 0 such that

∀A′ ∈ [A,B], supp(β∗F ) ⊂
(

(Uij × [0, A′]× Sn−1) ∩ supp(β∗F )
)
⊂ Uij ×0 Uij

and define ψ ∈ C∞0 ([0, B)) equal to 1 on [0, A] then ψ(r)β∗F = β∗F .
Identifying operators and Schwartz kernels, the 3 composed operators β∗(ψ(r)Fsing)β∗(Lreg),

β∗(ψ(r)Freg)β∗(Lsing), β∗(ψ(r)Freg)β∗(Lreg) are operators in Ψ−n−1,1(M) thus of trace class,
their KV-Trace is the usual trace, that is the integral on the diagonal or equivalently, using
polar cordinates,

TR(β∗(ψ(r)Fsing)β∗(Lreg)) =
∫
Uij

∫ ∞
0

∫
Sn−1

ψ(r)Fsing(y, r, ω)Lreg(y, r, ω)dωdrdh0(y)

and the obvious similar formula for both other operators.
Let us now deal with the singular term β∗(ψFsing)β∗(Lsing), according to corollary 2.6, we

have to study the kernel

M(y, z) =
∫
ψ(|y − y′|)Fsing

(
y, |y′ − y|, y

′ − y
|y′ − y|

)
Lsing

(
z, |y′ − z|, y

′ − z
|y′ − z|

)
dy′

near y = z, or to consider M(y, y + u) for u ∈ Rn small, make an expansion in homogeneous
functions of u near u = 0 and get rid of the divergent terms.

We begin with the following term for i+ j < n and small u

Mi,j,log(y, u) :=
∫

ψ(|y − y′|) log(|y′ − y|)
|y′ − y|2λ−i|y′ − y − u|2n−2λ−j Fi,log

(
y,

y′ − y
|y′ − y|

)
Lj

(
y + u,

y′ − y − u
|y′ − y − u|

)
dy′

=
∫
ψ(|y′|) log(|y′|)|y′|−2λ+i|y′ + u|−2n+2λ+jFi,log

(
y,

y′

|y′|

)
Lj

(
y + u,

y′ + u

|y′ + u|

)
dy′.

We split the integral in two M (1)
i,j,log,M

(2)
i,j,log by inserting cut-off functions (1 − χ)(|y′|/|u|) and

χ(|y′|/|u|) where χ ∈ C∞0 ([0, 1)) equals to 1 in [0, 1/2]. Since χ(|y′|/|u|)ψ(|y′|) = χ(|y′/|u|) for
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small |u|, we obtain through a change of variable y′ → y′|u| that the first integral is, after having
set u = |u|θ,

M
(1)
i,j,log(y, u) = |u|−n+i+j

∫
χ(|y′|) log(|y′|) |y′|−2λ+i

|y′ + θ|2n−2λ−j Fi,log

(
y,

y′

|y′|

)
Lj

(
y + u,

y′ + θ

|y′ + θ|

)
dy′

+|u|−n+i+j log(|u|)
∫
χ(|y′|) |y′|−2λ+i

|y′ + θ|2n−2λ−j Fi,log

(
y,

y′

|y′|

)
Lj

(
y + u,

y′ + θ

|y′ + θ|

)
dy′.

Since for |u| > 0 these are the values of the distributions |y′|−2λ+i and |y′|−2λ+i log |y′| again
smooth compactly supported functions in y′, these well-defined integrals for <(λ) > n

2 can be
classically defined for λ /∈ n

2 −
1
2N by holomorphic extension in s at s = 0 after multiplying it

by |y′|s for <(s)� 0 using Taylor expansion of the compactly supported function at y′ = 0. By
differentiating under the integral one clearly gets an expansion as |u| → 0 of the form

M
(1)
i,j,log(y, u) ∼ |u|−n+i+j

∞∑
k=0

|u|k(αk(y, θ) + log |u|βk(y, θ))

with αk, βk smooth. This is trivial if <(λ) > n
2 since the integral converges but not much more

complicated if λ /∈ n
2 −

1
2N using the way the analytic extension in s at s = 0 is constructed.

If <(λ) > n
2 , each αk, βk is expressed as an integral and it is easy to see by change of variable

y′ → −y′ in that integral and regular parity of F,L that αk(y,−θ) = (−1)i+j+kαk(y, θ) and the
same for βk but |u|−n+i+j+kαk and |u|−n+i+j+kβk are homogeneous of degree −n + i + j + k

which implies that M (1)
i,j,log does not contribute to the KV-Trace using Corollary 2.6; the same

holds for any λ 6∈ n
2 −

1
2N by holomorphic continuation arguments in s at s = 0 (we let it as an

exercise). We consider the second term

M
(2)
i,j,log(y, u) = |u|−n+i+j

∫
(1− χ(|y′|)) log(|y′||u|)|y′|−2λ+i

|y′ + θ|2n−2λ−j Fi,log

(
y,

y′

|y′|

)
Lj

(
y + u,

y′ + θ

|y′ + θ|

)
dy′

+
∫

(ψ(|y′|)− 1)
|y′|−2λ+i log |y′|
|y′ + u|2n−2λ−j Fi,log

(
y,

y′

|y′|

)
Lj

(
y + u,

y′ + u

|y′ + u|

)
dy′

where we used ψ(|y′|)χ(|y′|/|u|) = χ(|y′|/|u|) and a change of variable y′ → |u|y′ as before in the
first integral. The first integral can be dealt with like M (1)

i,j,log since now this is the value of the
distribution |y′ + θ|2n−2λ−j again a smooth compactly supported function plus the integral of
an L1(Rn, dy′) function (|y′|−2λ+i|y′ + θ|2n−2λ−j log |y′| is L1 on {y′ ∈ Rn; |y′| > 2}). Thus the
first integral does not contribute to the KV-Trace. Now the second integral is a smooth function
of u since i+ j < n and 1−ψ(|y′|) = 0 near y′ = 0 thus its KV-Trace is the integral of its value
on the diagonal {u = 0}, that is

TR(Mi,j,log) =
∫

(ψ(|y′|)− 1)|y′|−2n+i+j log |y′|Fi,log

(
y,

y′

|y′|

)
Lj

(
y,

y′

|y′|

)
dy′dy

where we used an abuse of notation by writing TR(Mi,j,log) to mean its contribution to the
KV-Trace of FL; equivalently

TR(Mi,j,log) =
∫
Uij

∫ ∞
0

∫
Sn−1

(ψ(r)− 1)r−2n+i+j log rFi,log(y, ω)Lj(y, ω)dωdrdh0(y).

The part Mi,j,log with i + j > n gives a trace class operator, thus its KV-Trace is the trace,
the integral of the kernel on the diagonal.

It remains to deal with the critical case where i+ j = n. One can decompose as before with
the function χ(|y′|/|u|) and same arguments show that the only term that could contribute is

M
(2)
i,j,log(y, u) =

∫
Sn−1

∫ |u|−1

0

(1− χ(r))
log(r|u|)r−2λ+i+n−1

|rω + θ|2n−2λ−j Fi,log(y, ω)Lj
(
y + u,

rω + θ

|rω + θ|

)
drdω

+
∫
|y′|<1

(ψ(|y′|)− 1)
|y′|−2λ+i log |y′|
|y′ + u|2n−2λ−j Fi,log

(
y,

y′

|y′|

)
Lj

(
y + u,

y′ + u

|y′ + u|

)
dy′
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here r = |y′| and ω = y′/r. The second integral is smooth in u, and its value at u = 0 is 0 by
using a change of variable y′ → −y′ and the oddness properties (5.1), thus it does not contribute
to the KV-Trace. A Taylor expansion of Lj(y + u,w) at u = 0 induces an expansion of the first
integral as |u| → 0 of the form∑

k

|u|k
∫
Sn−1

∫ |u|−1

0

γk(y, |u|, θ, r, ω)drdω

for some γk where each integral is easily seen to be a O(log2 |u|) and

γ0(y, |u|, θ, r, ω) = (1− χ(|r|)) log(r|u|)r−2λ+i+n−1

|rω + θ|2n−2λ−j Fi,log(y, ω)Lj
(
y,

rω + θ

|rω + θ|

)
.

Remark by using change of variable ω → −ω and (5.1) that the integral of γ0dω on the sphere (in
variable ω) is an odd function of θ. Making an expansion of the form

∑
l log(r|u|)r−1−lµl(y, θ, ω)

as r → ∞ of each γk for some µl with l ∈ N0, one gets an asymptotic expansion of M (2)
i,j,log as

|u| → 0 of the form

M
(2)
i,j,log(y, u) ∼ c(y, u/|u|) + log |u|

∞∑
k=0

|u|k
(

log |u|αk(y, u/|u|) + βk(y, u/|u|)
)

for some c, αk, βk smooth and actually a small calculation gives

−2α0(y, θ) = β0(y, θ) =
∫
Sn−1

Fi,log(y, ω)Lj(y, ω)dω

which vanishes since the integrand is an odd function of ω by (5.1). This implies that the function
M

(2)
i,j,log(y, |u|θ) has a limit as |u| → 0 which is c(y, θ) but also

c(y, θ) = lim
|u|→0

∫ |u|−1

0

∫
Sn−1

γ0(y, |u|, θ, ω)drdω.

It remains to observe that this is an odd function of θ since it is for any u > 0. Then the
KV-Trace of M (2)

i,j,log(y, |u|θ) vanishes and the same arguments work as well for the part without
log terms in the integral defining M(y, y + u) (they are actually simpler).

So far we have proved that (recall that we have included χi, χj in F )

TR(FL) =
∫ (

ψFsingLreg + ψFregLsing + ψFregLreg + ψ[FsingLsing]reg

)
+(ψ(r)− 1)[β∗Fβ∗L]singdwSn−1drdh0(y).

To conclude, we observe that

[β∗Fβ∗L]sing = [FsingLsing]sing

[β∗Fβ∗L]reg = (ψ − 1)FsingLsing + ψFsingLreg + ψFregLsing + ψFregLreg + [FsingLsing]reg

and since the result holds for arbitrary ψ, this is also true for the limit case ψ = 1l[0,A]. The
desired formula holds for the chosen A. Now a straightforward computation leads to

(5.2) TR(FL) =
∫

1l[0,A′](r)[β∗Fβ∗L]reg − 1l[A′,∞)(r)[β∗Fβ∗L]singdrdωSn−1dh0(y)

−
∫

1l[A,A′](r)
(

[β∗Fβ∗L]reg + [β∗Fβ∗L]sing

)
drdωSn−1dh0(y)

if A′ > A. Since [β∗Fβ∗L]reg + [β∗Fβ∗L]sing = β∗Fβ∗L up to the n-th homogeneous (and log-
homogenous) term and since that term has vanishing integral (it is odd in the sphere variable)
on Uij × [A,A′]× Sn−1, the second integral in (5.2) is the integral of β∗Fβ∗L whose support is
included in r ∈ [0, A], thus it vanishes and we have proved the desired formula for any A′ > A. �
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